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Mephitis is a Little Stinker
What is the only animal that if
shot at once by man can fire back
at him five times?
It is the same vertebrate that
invented chemical and biological
warfare, emitting an essence so
puissant that it defies deodorants
and detergents for weeks. In
deed, it is the skunk, the only
American mammal with such a
unique system of self-defense.
You might argue that the por
cupine should be included but the
skunk has a distinct distance
advantage. He can fire on you at
a
range
of
10
feet with
devastating accuracy and effect,
while the porcupine relies on
contact.
The striped skunk, mephitis
mephitis (from the Latin
meaning stench), found in Maine
is a supremely self-confident
character. They know no fear
and disdain all other animals
including man. Perhaps this is
the reason they have extended

Maine
Wildlife
By
Ken Smith

their range to cover an area that
encompasses most of Canada, all
the United States and part of
Mexico. There are twelve other
sub-species of striped skunk in
North America. He also has two
cousins, the hog nosed and
spotted skunks, but neither is
indigenous to Maine. Skunks, by
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the way, are found only in the
new world.

The
only
serious
skunk
predator is the great horned owl,
although perhaps a starving
carnivore might tackle mephitis.
Our central character is a
member of the weasel family.
Early settlers incorrectly labeled
them
“polecats.”
We
can’t
fathom this since the true polecat
or hunting ferret is found in
Europe and closely resembles
our own weasel in appearance.
While the striped skunk may
be long on ego and poise it is
short on brains and is a relatively
simple creature to trap. Many
thousands are taken by trappers
each year, indicating that skunks
are of considerable economic
importance. Currently pelts are
bringing two to three dollars.
The
pelts,
after
they
are
specially processed, are known
as Alaskan sable. Like most
furbearers the skunk have two
fur coats. The soft short un
derfur
and
the outer coat
composed of long silky guard
hairs. No one reading this needs
instruction on how to identify a
striped skunk, but I would add
that no two are colored quite
alike. Their coats run the color
gamut from pure white to pure
black. Generally most of their
pelage is black with the ex
ception of the double white
stripes down the back. They
have a white tail tip and face
patch. Pelts containing more
black coloration have higher

value.

In size, the adult striped skunk
is about equal to a Maine coon
cat. Overall lengths run from 18
to 24 inches and weights vary
from 5 to 10 pounds.
Omnivorous eating habits of
our subject should endear him to
sportsmen, farmers and gardners alike. Their diet includes
mice,
rats,
berries,
grubs,
carrion, grasses, eggs, and most
importantly, insects. According
to agricultural specialists they
are major consumers of insect
pests. Skunks do enjoy eggs and
occasionally create havoc for

poultry men and too, at roasting
ear time their forays into the
corn patch are irritating. Yet,
unless populations occur locally
in serious numbers skunks must
be considered valuable members
of the ecosystem.
Good habitat for polecats is
most anywhere except the big
woods. They have adjusted well
to the incursions of civilization.
As with most wild creatures,
open country with a mixture of
cover types and abundant water
is prime habitat. Adaptability is
the keystone to skunk success.
This mobile spray unit has an
alternate life style. It sleeps all
day and roams all night. It is not
particularly selective when it
comes to housing preferring to
let the original occupants do the
initial construction. Skunks den
in
abandoned
woodchuck
burrows, crevices in rock walls,
tree bases and neglected out
buildings.
Skunks are polygamous. In
Maine
they
breed
in
late
February or early March, the
male leaving in search of other
conquests,
relegates to the
female the care and feeding of
the family. Females carry their
offspring for two months and

give birth in late April or early
May to from two to 10 little
stinkers. The average litter
numbers six. Some time in early
July, mother brings out her
brood for their first airing. It
resembles a parade with mom in
the lead and the kits spaced out
evenly behind. The family unit
stays together throughout the
summer
and
fall.
In
late
November or early December as
the snow cover begins to deepen
all
area
females
den
up,
sometimes together in dormitory
fashion with up to a dozen
sharing winter quarters. Males
are given to prowling around
except during stormy periods or
deep cold spells.
Calling up skunks is futile for
they tend to be mute, seldom
emitting a sound. Rarely they
may grunt, hiss or squeal. People
tell of keeping skunks for pets
after they have had their scent
glands
removed.
They
are
reputed to be better mousers
than the family cat.
The posterior, or business end,
of our eastern skunk has at
tracted more attention than the
rears of any or all Maine critters.
The infamous pale yellow liquid
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that the wood-pussy reluctantly
sprays, comes from a pair of
bird-egg sized glands located on
either side of the anus below the
tail. The active ingredient in the
spray is chemically known as
sulphur mercaptan. So potent is
this effluvium that it can be
detected
by
our
inadequate
olfactory senses at miniscule
levels of one part skunk essence
to 30 billion parts of air. It is
highly volatile, meaning it goes
from a liquid to a gas instantly.
Issuing from the animal as a
liquid stream it becomes a fine

mist in a matter of several feet.
When a skunk wheels about,
arches his back, raises his tail
and looks back over his shoulder
and gives you a baleful stare, he
is in retrofire position. Pilgrim,
you had best make tracks in the
opposite direction.
Skunk demeanor is typified by
their attitude of “you know what
I am capable of so don’t push.”
Therefore they are plodding
creatures, slow to anger. This
noxious oil, if it should come in
contact with your eyes, will
produce temporary blindness.
You
will
become
instantly
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nauseous, but spray effects are
not prolonged. Skunk oil is used
as a musk or ambergris (whale
regurgitation)
substitute
in
perfume. In limited quantities it
has a pleasant odor. It forms the
basis for many trapping lures
and one whiff will clear blocked
sinuses faster than a cat can
jump out of a wood box.
A Maine yarn is told of a
miserly man of considerable
means who owned a baronial
home in a small Maine village.
Late one fall a skunk decided to
domicle for the winter in his
cellar. Asking about the town he
was given the name of a retired
logger who had a remarkable
way with wildlife. Squire drove
over to the small cabin and
explained his plight to the old
gent. Next morning the lum
berman showed up in his bat
tered jitterbug, went directly to
the cellar and removed the skunk
to the kitchen. At this point the
logger requested a ten dollar fee.
“Why,” said squire, "ten dollars
for five minutes work! That’s
extortion!” The logger puzzled
for a moment then rejoined,
“You may be right, I’ll put the
critter right back.” Squire paid
up.
The theory about it being safe
to carry skunks by the tail is just
that, and I do not plan on testing
it. Skunks are careful of their
own hygiene and never get
tainted by their own scent.
If a polecat is to be destroyed
there are two methods recom
mended. One is to quickly drown
the animal. Two drawbacks to
this technique are immediately
apparent:
a lack of water,
reticence on the skunk’s part at
being removed to water. The
preferred method is to dispatch
the animal by severing the spinal
cord with a single shot. This will
prevent
the
animal
from
releasing its spray. There are
certain difficulties inherent in
this approach. Consider that the
spinal cord is pencil sized.
Personally I want no truck
with
skunks.
Last
August
skunks had been raiding my
sweet corn. My dog got sprayed
twice in as many nights and we
were running low on patience
and tomato paste. Now any
tomato products including juice,
paste
or
whole
fruits
are
recommended to neutralize the
aroma. But who, with even a tad
of sense wants to bathe a dog at
11 p.m.
Next evening I took charge.
Taking my trusty. 22 Luger and
coroded flashlight I went down
back into the garden determined
to put a stop to mephitis
depredations.
Maneuvering
among the corn stalks I located
my quarry. Then things went
sour quickly. My aim was poor,
the wind was wrong, and the
skunk was able to spray more
than ten feet. The skunk died
instantly, but not from a severed
spine. I got baptized. My wife
who usually is understanding,
was not. You see it was a hot
muggy evening, what breeze
there was carried the awful
aroma through our bedroom
windows.
My wife slept on the living
couch that night and her last
words to me were very up
setting: “Go bury your clothes*‘in
the garden and don’t bother to
change."

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC
Stat* Pirk I
Recriatlon Commission

Aufusti, Miini
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Editorials
Guest Editorial

Fish Management Versus Stocking
The East Branch of the Sheepscot is a small,
lovely river with brook trout, brown trout, and
landlocked salmon inhabiting its long gravel
glides, fast pocket waters, and deep pools. There
is little development on the river and this semi
wilderness setting as well as its cold water
species of fish make it a favorite water with
many anglers. Yet, in these very attractions lies
the problem.
In the past decade, the fishing pressure has
increased astronomically on one section of the
river between Sheepscot Lake in Palermo and
Route 105'in Somerville, and many of the river’s
veteran anglers agree the fishing has suffered.
In 1975, some concerned anglers, most of them
affiliated with the now defunct Gray Ghost
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, got together and
attempted to have some regulations changed on
the section of river between Sheepscot Lake and
Route 105. Their intention was to 1) reduce the
bag limit to two fish, 2) increase the length limit
on trout to 12 inches (at the time, the state law
was a six inch minimum), and 3) to restrict the
section to artificial lures only. This was not a fly
fishing only proposal...merely artificial lures.
These new regulations were intended to
reduce fishing pressure, and in turn, insure a
future fishery for everyone.
Before the hearings were set for proposed
changes, personnel from the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and members of
the TU chapter electro-fished a section of the
river and the findings substantiated the anglers’
concern. Only 18 brown trout and salmon were
caught and they ranged in sizes from 3 to 11

inches. The East Branch of the Sheepscot River
was clearly in trouble.
At the hearings in Palermo and Somerville,
there was some opposition, and although the two
fish limit was passed, the department and its
advisory council knuckled under to protests
against an artificial lure proposal. The use of
worms and live bait was still legal.
Concerned anglers felt the artificial lure
proposal was extremely important because a
large percentage of landlocked salmon in the
river was below the minimum 14 inch length
limit, and many were inadvertently killed by
well-meaning anglers using live bait or worms.
A few years ago, Robert Hunt, one of the
country’s foremost trout fisheries biologist,
conducted a study that is pertinent to the East
Branch story. He found the mortality rate of
released fish hooked on live bait generally ran
around 40°/o. However, the mortality rate of
released fish that had been deeply hooked rose to
an incredible 90%. These figures compare un
favorably with the 5 to 10% mortality rate of
released fish with artificial lures.
In 1978, a group of anglers, some affiliated
with the Duck Trap Chapter of Trout Unlimited
decided to propose an artificial lure restriction
again. However, a small howl of protest per
suaded the department and its advisory council
to knuckle under a second time.
This small river has become symbolic of the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife’s blindness in accepting two very basic

facts.
First, if there is to be any quality fishing now,
and particularly in the future, we have to start
thinking about 1) reducing bag limits drastically

on certain waters, 2) lengthening minimum
length limits in suitable waters with good
growth rates, and 3) restricting many cold water
fisheries to artificial lures only. These steps are
not whims of elitist snobs. They are management
tools that have been proven to work and work
well.
Second, the department has to stop thinking
about supplementing people’s fishing with
stocking. This is the most basic fact the
department must realize. It is too costly and the
department is hurting for money already!
The last figures on the total cost of stocking
fish were done in 1975. Then, it cost $.74 to raise
one brook trout to a spring yearling, and $1.00 to
raise one landlocked salmon to a spring yearling.
A figure from a 1974 study shows it costs $1.12
to stock one 8-10 inch brook trout! At these
rates, it would take little time in a season for an
angler to legally catch $100 worth of fish, and
that is a bargain considering the price of a
license. Yet, someone...somewhere...some 
day... will pay for it.
And remember, these figures are four or five
years old. There is a good chance that costs may
have risen 50% and maybe more. It would be
nice if the department did a future study to
substantiate or refute it, but one way or the
other, stocking is too damn expensive. The new
Commissioner is going to have to realize it!
Fishery management through reduced bag
limits, longer length limits, and lure restrictions
is cheap, efficient, and the only way to insure a
future fishery. It is time the department realized
this and realized it in more places than tourist
areas such as Rangeley or Baxter Park.
Kenneth 0. Allen, Jr.

Time To Go After General Funds
The last session of the Maine Legislature
raised the price of hunting and fishing licenses.
Across the board, it amounts to $2 for residents
and $5 for non-residents.
Once again we, as a state, have managed to
slap the non-resident’s face by insisting he pay
the majority of the cost for management of our
fish and wildlife while those of us who live here
get the majority of the benefit.
Not only is that insulting to the non-resident,
it has now reached the point where it is no longer
good economics. The latest license hike will do
little to solve the current financial shortfall the
Department finds itself in, and combined with
the gasoline shortage, it will only further serve
to keep non-residents away. That is poor
planning for a state which not only supports its
fish and wildlife department largely by selling
non-resident licenses, but which has tourism as
its second largest industry.
These points have not been lost on new Fish

and Wildlife Commissioner Glenn H. Manuel. He
believes we cannot expect to raise any more
money through licenses and that non-residents
are a vital portion of the state’s economy.
At the same time, Manuel, upon taking office,
immediately went to work lobbying the
legislature to pass this latest license increase,
which will go into effect in 1980. That is because
he believes the Department is already in such
deep financial straits, it couldn’t get by without
additional revenue immediately.
But even Manuel admits that the license in
crease is only a “stop-gap” measure and that the
department will have to seek additional money
from the state’s general fund. This is just as it
should be, because the Fish and Wildlife
Department now finds that one-third of all the
work it does involves non-fish and wildlife
matters. These tasks have been mandated by the
legislature and now, in a very real sense, the
sportsmen of Maine are paying for them.

While we should never lose license revenues
as dedicated revenue solely for expenditure by
the Fish and Wildlife Department, we sportsmen
cannot continue to be the sole source of finance
for the Department.
Manuel said he plans to go after general fund
money when the legislature convenes in
January. Here’s where you can help out. You can
advocate the passage of a bill which will give the
Department these general fund monies which
are so clearly needed. We urge you to contact
SAM (Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine) and ask
them to work towards general fund financing, to
contact your local fish and game club and ask
them to support such a bill, and finally, to corner
your local legislators and tell them that it is
about time that all of the public start paying for
the non-fish and wildlife work the Department
does by making general fund money available.
(HPV)
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Letters

MEL'S
SPORTS

Are Hunters Really Barbarians?
To the Editor:
I have always respected and
admired your publication, your
editorials and your fine writers. I
have had no reasons to write to
you sooner for I felt that you are
indeed a fine representative of
sportsmen and sportswomenresident and non-resident alike.
However, I now feel that we,
your readers, the true Maine or
New
York or New Jersey
sportsmen
and
sportswomen
must now exercise our rights and
determine that you are not alone
in this, our struggle. We have
been taking you and others like
you for granted and find you
have carried the banner alone for
too long.
Those
self-righteous,
egotistical groups or individuals
who profess to be “concerned”
are only attempting to force their
will upon us — not caring nor
respecting our desires or needs.
We must speak out — yes —
and yet, whom do we turn to?
Certainly not to the Marcia
Elanders who know absolutely
nothing about conservation. The
“ignorance and irrespectfulness
for nature and its right to life”
she writes about is actually a
self-analysis determined only by
her
misunderstandings
and
uncertainties on a subject she
knows
nothing about.
Her
emotionalism is the dominant
factor, contradicting any logic of
true conservation.
Where are your
feelings,
Marcia
Elander,
for
the
slaughter, yes, the cruel mur
ders of the animals that fill your
belly with fancy steaks and your
favorite hamburgers? Where is
your concern for the hopeless
animals that are eliminated when

your world takes over our
precious
land
for shopping
centers, for industry, for housing
developments and drives these
poor creatures to smaller and
smaller areas where they cannot
exist anymore (as in many parts
of your state, Connecticut, for
instance)? Do you cry out in
anger when our land, our waters
are polluted with your modern
technology that eradicates our
life-giving precious resources?
Yes, Marcia Elander, your
standards are very uncertain.
Please do not attempt to destroy
those things that we, the un
disguised, concerned sportsmen

and
sportswomen,
are
at
tempting to do.
True con
servation is indeed in the right
hands. The task we are un
dertaking, and the successes of
the past will certainly beneit all
— including you, Marcia J.
Elander, your children, and your
children’s children.
Yes, and whom else shall we
turn to? Certainly not the
“Smiths” who claim to be hun
ters. What do you hunt, Mr.
Smith? How you hunt and what
you enjoy are the means you
want to force upon us? Or is it
not important to you to un
derstand and respect other ways
of hunting and enjoyment —
though it be legal in every way?
Who is more vicious, the anti
hunting groups or the likes of the
Smiths? Are they both not the
same? It is you, Mr. Smith who is
adding fodder to the propaganda
machine used by these same hate
groups. These groups will gladly
accept your illogical criticisms,
use it for their own benefit and
eventually
will
attempt
to
destroy your hunting rights as
well as mine. No one is safe.

Please
be reminded,
Mr.
Smith, if you wholeheartedly
approve
and
support
a
restrictive law to suppress an
idea, an ideology, or a particular
group, you’ll find that in time it
may also affect you and be used
against you. Then what do you
do — whom do you turn to?
So whom do we turn to? Why
to ourselves, of course. Are we
not the majority? Look at our
strength! How often have any of
us spoken out in defense of our
rights? We have been ridiculed,
threatened, insulted with vicious
name calling. Are we bar
barians? Are we murderers? Are
we unsportsmen? Well, are we?
No,
we
are
not!
Remind
everyone of this and who you
are. Resist any and all attempts
to classify us as such — be it your
neighbor, your relatives, your
political representative, on a
local, state or national level. If
anything else, the millions we
spend,
the
taxes
that are
collected from us should prove,
at least, our importance when
these monies are put right back
into our environment for all to
enjoy — even for those same
hate groups.

The Maine Sportsman invites readers to comment
on all issues of interest. All letters must be signed. We
will publish as many letters as space permits. Letters
should be no more than 200 words. We reserve the
right to delete portions in the interest of space. Send
all letters to: The Maine Sportsman, Box 365,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
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The land, the water, the sky
we love so much, the many ways
that we communicate with it, in
our own way is slowly being
taken away from us. Do we stand
and resist now — or when?
The greatest enjoyment of all
is to thrill to the many ways our
lands have to offer. Something
for everyone — be it sitting
around the campfire alone with
our thoughts or packing-in with
our favorite weapons harking to
the call of the wilderness or

accepting this challenge within
our hearts.

Christos Kourambis
187 Willett Avenue
South River, N.J. 08882

EDITOR’S NOTE: Just to
clarify, Mr. Kourambis is
referring to two letters which
appeared in the July issue of the
Maine Sportsman, one
protesting the hunting of coyotes
and the other protesting legal
bear hunting methods with dogs
and bait.

COME SEE US FOR

ADVICE, VARIETY,
BEST VALUES
We’re right acrosa
from LL Sean

124 Main St.
Freeport, Me. 04032
(207) 865-3277

going to kill them. The moose are
not afraid of people. It will be
like opening the hunting season
for pet dogs or cats, or going into
a pasture with a gun and
shooting the cows,
absolute
slaughter.
The moose have learned to
cope with man, why do we turn
our guns on them now?
We are fully aware they are
plentiful and the dangers of the
moose in the roads, etc. There
must be another way to solve the
problems and let nature take
care of them.
We hope something can be
done to protect these animals!

DOG KENNELS
All Welded—All Galvanized
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
STANDARD SIZE
6’X6’X10’6”
To Enlarge—Add Panels

PRICE $250.00
MAIN LINE
FENCE CO.
272 MIDDLE ROAD
CUMBERLAND,
MAINE
04021
207-829-5549

Laurie D’Ambrosio
Box 411
Wakefield, Mass. 01880

Maps
NOW - the whole State in one large book
Detailed and Accurate
65 large maps, each 11 "x15", cover the entire state at a scale of
approximately Vi" =1 mile, except in southern Maine which
is1"=1 mile
Each two-color map shows all roads, mountains, ponds, rivers,
swamps, streams, towns, cities and even individual houses ano
camps.
The back cover of the Atlas is an easy four-color index for moving
from one map to another
City Street Maps of Maine's 20 Largest Cities with complete street
indexes.

Fish species in all major lakes, ponds, rivers and brooks are shown
on the map.
Boat launch sites, campsites, ranger stations, customs stations
and gates are located, even in the North Woods
Canoe trips and hiking trails are written about in detail, with
rapids, portages and shelters plotted on the maps.
And many articles on fishing, hunting, museums, bicycling, skiing,
access laws, parks, wildlife, history, resources and town pop
ulation statistics can be found in this book.

On the Moosehead Trail
FISHING TACKLE — HAND TIED FLIES

WE’VE GOT IT ALL!
• Guns
• Hunting Equipment
• Fishing
Equipment &
Tackle
• Archery Equipment
• Pioneer
Chain
Saws,
Parts, & Service
• Coleman
Equipment,
Sales & Service
• Camping Equipment

Moosehead
Moose Lover
To the Editor:
My family and I have been
going to the Moosehead Lake
area of Maine for a few years.
We have a small place there and
enjoy long weekends all year
round
as
well
as
summer
vacations. We spend a great deal
of time enjoying the wildlife of
the area. A successful trip in
cludes seeing deer, maybe a
bear, and especially we love to
see the moose. We are so amazed
by them. They are so big but so
tame. On occasion they have
come up to our truck.
We have been to Lilly Bay,
Kokajo, Baxter State Park and
have seen many moose and
always the same. They seem to
have very little fear of people.
We ar so upset that people are
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-IMPORTANTThese maps have the most up-to-date, statewide coverage of
logging and skidding roads available.

Sporting Goods — Canoes

Beverages — Groceries
Elm St., Guilford

(207) 876-4486
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Available at sporting goods stores, bookstores, general stores, newsdealers or by mail.
Money back guaranteed if not delighted with the Atlas.
• • • • (

P.S. We also have similar Atlases of New Hampshire and Vermont at the same price,
t_______ THE MAINE ATLAS

• quantity:

NAME ___

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ATLAS
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Coming Next Month
Pre-Season Hunting Info

THE VERMONT ATLAS

CITY_____

STATE

Enclosed is $5.95 per Atlas, plus $1.00 shipping and handling per order.

Total Enclosed _

For Maine deliveries, add 30c per book sales tax.

Clip and mail to: THE MAINE ATLAS, PO Box 81, Yarmouth, ME 04096.
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Easy Spare Ribs of August
August with its unbearably
hot, muggy days drives many
people from the kitchen and to
the backyard or patio for a
charcoal cook out.
This craze started in the 50’s,
and good, discriminating home
chefs quickly learned meats
containing a lot of fat are more
ideal than lean meats for cooking
over coals. Top of the round,
tenderloin, and ground steak
dried too much while broiling
over an open pit where chuck
steaks, short ribs, and spare ribs
stayed moist and succulent just
from being self-basted. Best of
all, it seemed the cheaper cuts
were the best on a grill.
Barbecued spare ribs cooked
slowly over coals, fresh corn on
the cob, a rice dish, a fresh
tossed salad, and plenty of beer
on ice make an excellent meal,
particularly
when
inviting
guests.
The spare ribs should be
simmered for 15 or 20 minutes in
lightly
salted
water.
This
eliminates some of the grease
and insures the meat will be
cooked around the bone later.
Then, the ribs are marinated into
a tomato barbecue sauce for at
least an hour, or all day!
The sauce can be made well
before the day it is used and the
taste improves with age. The
following recipe is a simple one
that can be altered for personal
preference:
1 cup chopped onions
1 clove garlic, minced
Vz cup of olive oil
3 cups of canned tomatoes
16-ounce can tomato paste
Vz teaspoon crushed hot red
peppers
4 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 teaspoons sugar
Vz teaspoon Tabasco sauce
1 teaspoon dry mustard
Sautee the onions and garlic in
olive oil until a golden brown;
add tomatoes and paste and stir
to blend. Add the remainder of
the ingredients and simmer for a
half hour. This is a versatile
sauce and may be used cold like
ketchup for hamburgers and so
forth or it may be used for pizza
sauce.
When the spare ribs are
started, there should be a good
bed of coals, a bed much deeper

immediately and cooked tightly
covered. Once the water starts
to boil, it is cooked for five
minutes and served with plenty
of butter.
This summer meal of spare
ribs, rice, and corn may be
served with a huge tossed salad
and favorite beverage.
One last thing, if anyone has
trouble getting charcoal burning
and prefers not to use lighting
fluid which can be dangerous if
used improperly and downright
unaesthetic anyway, there is one
alternative method. Take a large
can such as a big shortening can
and cut the bottom and top out.

SPRUCE LODGE
Corn is best when it is picked, shucked, and dropped
into boiling water immediately and accompanied by
some fatty self-basting meat such as spare ribs.

than for steak or hamburg. The
secret of good spare ribs is to
cook them slowly several inches
above the coals. A good bed will
last a long time and a long time is
needed for this dish. The ribs
should be continually basted with
the sauce and turned frequently.
The
next dish
to start,
preferably on the grill, but the
indoor range may be used, is the
rice dish. Celery rice made with
brown
rice,
a
much , more
nutritious grain than bleached
rice, is a fine accompaniment.
The recipe follows:
2 tablespoons butter
Vz cup chopped celery
1 cup rice
1 teaspoon salt

1 onion bouillon cube
2 cups boiling water
Sautee the celery for five
minutes in the melted butter,
and then add rice and salt and
stir. After the grains are coated,
add the dissolved bouillon cube
and water, and bring to a boil.
Then cook over low heat until all
the water has been absorbed.
This is about 45 minutes.

on Sysladobsis Lake in the
HEART OF FISHING COUNTRY
Opening May 1 st
for Salmon fishing and bear hunting
Registered Maine Guide
Housekeeping Cabins or American Plan
Boats and Motor Rentals-Canoes
SPRUCE LODGE CABINS
Fred and Marilyn Hamilton
Box 63, Springfield, Maine 04467 Tel. 738-3700

Next', the com. If there is a
garden at home, the best way to
cook corn is to start the salted
water boiling while the corn is
picked. Corn has sugar that
turns to starch within minutes
after being broken from the
plant. Then, the corn is shucked

NEW BRUNSWICK,
CANADA

TWO GREAT
NEW

Holiday
in

MAINE
SPORTSMAN
PATCHES

Salmon
Country

for you to wear
The Maine Sportsman Deer Jacket Patch has proven very popular and
many people have asked why we don’t offer patches for trout and bass
anglers. Now, we do!

Send me____________ TROUT PATCHES at $2.00 each
Send me____________ BASS PATCHES at $2.00 each
NAME___________________________________________________ ______

ADDRESS

Then, pound or drill holes in the
bottom and top out. Then, pound
or drill holes in the sides. A lot of
holes. When starting the fire,
use a highly combustible wood
such as dry cedar, and split it
finely. Put a good pile of the
kindling in the bottom of the
cooking pit, place the can on top,
fill with coals, and light the
wood. Then blow gently across
the top of the can, causing a draft
to draw the flames up through
the can. The coals will quickly
become red hot.
Once the coals are ready, cook,
eat, and enjoy. August is the lazy
man’s month.

_______________ :----------------------------------------------- ---------------

learn all about the

A1TILAOT1C
"fly casting

"fly tying and Salmon Fishing in

NEW BRUNSWICK,
CANADA
Write to: RIVER SPORT CAMPS
P.O. BOX 681, FREDERICTON, N.B., CANADA
E 3B 5L2

_______________________ ZIP _________________
Make checks payable to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096

"canoe handling

(506) 455-2380

Proprietors: Alex and Margaret Fekeshazy
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TRAPPERS, COON HUNTERS, TRAPPING
SUPPLY DEALERS, SPORTING GOODS
STORES, HARDWARE STORES
We are wholesale/retail distributors of all trapping
and coon hunting supplies.
VICTOR, MONTGOMERY & NORTHWOOD TRAPS

HAWBAKER'S LURES & URINES, MOWATT'S BAITS
PACKBASKETS, WOODEN & WIRE STRETCHERS, SIFTERS, STAKES, DRAGS
ALDRICH CABLE SNARES, CANADIAN FOX, BOBCAT & COYOTE SNARES

LIVE TRAPS, GLASS & PLASTIC BOTTLES, TRAPPING BOOKS
PEERLESS CHAIN, S - HOOKS, WEBLEY SWIVELS, WILSON GLOVES

NITE LITES& ACCESSORIES, PREDATOR CALLS & TAPES, KNIVES

SUPERJACKS, RED VIKING MULTI - USE TOOLS
- OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION -

l/l/e manufacture many of these items ourselves and carry a large, complete stock at all times.

Trappers, visit our store 2 miles from Brewer on Rt. 1A in Holden, or call toll-free to order
by credit card or C.O.D. No more waiting - all orders shipped within 24 hours. Catalog
available September 1st.
■ W'

Dealer inquiries invited - Buy direct from the source

For all orders and inquiries call toll-free in Maine 1-800-432-1723. From outside Maine, call
toll-free 1-800-341-1562. From Canada and Alaska, call 1-207-989-6191 (this is not toll
free). We will be happy to take phone orders Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST.

MARK R. MOWATT, President
THOMAS L. STEVENS, Manager, Fur Division
ROGER W. WILSON, General Sales Manager

MOWATT FUR CORPORATION
P. O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412

" We aim to please "
VISA/MC Accepted
or we will ship C.O.D.
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Canadian Atlantic Salmon Fishing Slow
June has to go down in my
book as a fun month. It was a
month of a lot of hard work, a
couple of disappointments, many
good laughs and moments of
complete frustration that only
salmon
fishermen
have
ex
perienced. The weather was
great for the most part during
my month-long stay in Quebec
and the water levels in the
Matapedia
and
Restigouche
rivers were at a good fishable
level. The only real problem was
the definite lack of salmon in the
rivers.
There were lots of rumors
flying around as to why the
salmon weren’t there in their
usual numbers and why those
that were there had a definite
affinity for hanging close to the
bottom -and
ignoring our
feathered and hairy offerings. In
few words, the fishing was
extremely poor. I fished a total of
23 days along with my parties
which numbered 11 fishermen. A
total of 7 fish were hooked and 5
landed. As usual the biggest got
away. A nice salmon, in the 25 to
30 lb. class shook the hook after a
30 minute battle with young Clay
Hines of Darien, Conn. He had
taken a 12 pounder a couple of
nights previous, but was not
fully prepared for the strenuous
battle with the heavier fish.
Although never having cast a fly
until his first day on the water, in
a couple of days’ time he was
handling better than 50 feet of
line
with
my
two-handed
graphite which carries a 10
weight line. His father, Gordon
Hines was not quite as fortunate
however. He hooked a large
salmon, I’d estimate 20 plus
pounds, but a moment of panic,
as so often happens to a guy
when he hooks his first salmon,
“and phhtt, she was gone.’’
Ray Sinda, accompanied by
Reynold Belletete and his son
Jack from Jaffrey, N.H., fished
hard for three days but were
ranked with many others that
never got a “pull.” Derril Lamb
from Bowdoinham and Pete
Chaples from Hudson were the
most experienced fishermen who
spent time on the water. The
three of us fished hard, a
minimum of 8 hours a day for six
straight days. Total activity: two
pulls and one raised fish.
“Dola”
Pohopek
from
Newmarket, N.H., and his son
Dick, from Wiscasset, also put in
six hard days, but lady luck
smiled on Dick. It was his first
trip after the salmon and his
experience as a fly fisherman for
trout stood him in good stead.

Rangeley
Franklin Co
Phil Foster Box 672
Farmington 04938
hatch didn’t come in its usual
style on Quimby Pond and my

that morning while fishing alone
in the canoe. After a few anxious
minutes I managed to get the
canoe ashore and played the fish
out and Gerald netted it for me.
A returned favor. I needed a 25pounder for him last year after
taking him in my canoe and
putting him ashore to play the
fish. As I said at the outset, it
was a fun month but damn, it
sure got frustrating after fishing
nine straight days without a hit.
Oh well, such is the life of a
salmon fishing guide I guess.

dad, who has fished that body of
water for over 50 years, spent a
week there in mid-June and
came away talking to himself.
Conversely, the bit waters
have been giving up some decent
fish to the trollers. Met a gent
from Massachusetts by the name
of Bill Atwood who, in the
company of Adrien Jones of
Bangor, had taken a nice brookie
and a plump little landlocked
salmon from Rangeley. Tipped as
to where to fish by guide Bob
Paradis of Fly-Buck camps, he
was all smiles when he left us for

♦♦♦

From all I’ve been told the
fishing has not been all that great
here this summer. The caddis

Continued on next page

GOOD TIMES UNLIMITED
Dick Pohopek of Wiscasset with guide Bill Caldwell
of Matapedia, Quebec and a 21-pound salmon. (Phil
Foster photo)

His efforts were rewarded with a
lovely 21-pound hen fish. His
dad, who had fished the area for
many years, went hitless too.
Henri David and his wife Eleanor
were also on the water for six
days. They were there the last
week in June and there were a
few more fish in the river. But
even so, they worked hard to
take a 12 and a 17 pounder. My
son and I fished a couple of days
to try to get a fish to bring home
for our own table but we too
joined the ranks of the non
scorers.
We saw a few fish taken
during the month, but none by
friends we’ve seen on the rivers
in years past. Gerald Jones from
Ft. Fairfield, Phil Graves from
Mars Hill, Pat Gagnon from
Caribou, Dave Harpine of Wash
burn, all were without fish at our
last meeting. Ivan Mallett from
Lincoln took a 21-pounder one
morning at Routhierville and his
son
took
a
nice 24-pound
specimen from Heppell pool the

day before. Doctor Bob Day from
Augusta was on the river for five
days
with
Larry
Catlett,
husband of Cloe who writes a
column in this publication on
backpacking. Larry hooked a
"biggie” his second day, but Doc
and Larry just couldn’t keep up
with the series of runs the fish
made and it gained its freedom
after about 10 minutes. Larry
said he just couldn’t run as fast
as the damned fish could swim
downriver. And I know how that
is.
Had I not had the help of Phil
Graves and Gerald Jones the
morning of June 2nd, I well could
have been with those that didn’t
score too. I hooked a nice fish

U.S. ROUTE 2
FARMINGTON, MAINE
207-778-3482
The way to go first class . . .
without going broke!

MONITOR
TRAVEL TRAILERS
By Holiday Rambler

Sales -

BETHANY
TENT CAMPERS &
TRUCK PICKUPPERS

RENTALS -

Accessories

- OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -

BIRD HUNTERS!

FLY’S, INC.

Previous Plans To Be Out Of State

Pearson’s Sporting Goods

HAVE CHANGED
I Now Have
OCT. 22nd Thru OCT. 27th
OPEN

Mt. Blue High School Road

Farmington, Maine
207-778-4885
— FLY RODS: GRAPHITE & FIBERGLASS —
— SPINNING RODS, REELS, LURES, LINES—
RAINWEAR, CHEST & HIP WADERS, RUBBER PACS
BACKPACKS, SLEEPING BAGS, COLEMAN LANTERNS.
— ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, FLASHLIGHTS—

GUNS: New & Used — Bought & Sold
NEED FLIES?
We’ll custom tie the ones you want
...TRY YOUR NEW TACKLE...
IN OUR PRIVATE TROUT POND
We’ll Sight-In Your Pistol or Rifle Too

...FOR THE LADIES...
YARNS, NEEDLES, HOOKS, BOOKS, HOOKING RUGS
100% HOMESPUN WOOL YARN —
Knitting & Crocheting Lessons
—FLY TYING & FLY CASTING LESSONSMon-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
vtsa
9-6
9-8
9-6
9-5
iMi

»

Enjoy Excellent Woodcock & Grouse
Shooting Over One Of Maine’s
TOP NOTCH DOGS
. . . Guaranteed Shooting . . .

PHIL FOSTER
Box 672
Farmington, Me. 04938
Member Me. Prof. Guide’s Assoc.

Phone 207-778-3636
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Canadian Atlantic Salmon Fishing Slow
running for a dog after a season’s
lay-off can have some disastrous
results. The first of August wild
burds can be legally worked with
your dogs so a couple of months
will give your dog (and you too) a
chance to get his muscles toned
and ready to go on opening day.

Continued from previous page

dinner. Both fish took a muddler
minnow trolled slowly on top.
Jim Cieslak of Jay, secretary
of the Carrie Stevens Chapter of
TU, notched his first Atlantic
salmon early in June at the
Bangor Pool. Last year Jim lost a
couple, so he was even more
determined than ever to take one
this year. It’s nice to have
another
confirmed
salmon
fisherman
in the fraternity.
Among others who spent time on
good salmon rivers but who
found the fishing as bad as we did
were Paul Weigleb of Cushing
and Ken Allen, feature writer for
this publication. Both Ken and
Paul dropped in at my trailer
abode in Matapedia. Paul had
had some time on the govern
ment water of the Matapedia
River and Ken had been most of
two weeks on the St. Anne.
Thanks to Paul, our sometimes
drab menu of self-cooked meals
was enhanced to a large degree.
He’s a lobster fisherman by
profession and he catches lobster
better than he does the salmon.
Ah, it was a succulent bit of
feasting
that
would
have
satisfied the palate of the most
discriminating salmon fisher

man.

***
During my month-long ab
sence Glenn Manuel was ap
proved as our new commissioner
of Fish & Wildlife, which I was
pleased to learn. He has a man-

sized job ahead of him and don’t
envy him his position one iota.
He’s sure to experience some
soul searching and trying times,
but it is this writer’s hope, and
that of many others I’ve talked
with, that he doesn’t always
allow himself to be swayed by
factions within the department
that have had their own way so
much in the past. He has my best
wishes and my fervent hope that
he lets his own good judgment
guide him in some of the tough
decisions ahead.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
BLACK POWDER
CAMILLUS KNIVES
WESTERN KNIVES
TAC-1 RIFLES
Roy Baker Custom Leather
WICKLIFF RIFLES
CHACELEATHER
EUROARMS
BUSHNELL SCOPES
MARBLES ARMS
FORSTER PRODUCTS
PLUS OTHERS
Dealers Check for Prices

D.L. FLEURY’S SPORTING GOODS, INC.
Route 202, Box 331, Winthrop, Maine 04364

207-377-8277

***

Coyotes, which have virtually
cleaned out the Dodge Pond deer
yard, are still hanging around to
finish the job. This writer had a
big one cross busy Route 16 in
front of his car on July 4. It
crossed at an easy lope heading
from the game preserve at the
head of Hunter Cove to the
woods bordering Dodge Pond.
Four of these predators were
trapped in immediate area last
winter,
but
their
numbers

continue to increase.
Gerard Nadeau of Livermore
Falls had some good fishing up on
the Big Eddy back in mid-June.
He caught all his fish on flies he
learned to tie last winter at this

Moment of pleasure for Mr. and Mrs. Henri David of
Harwinton, Conn. She just landed the 12-pound
salmon held by her husband. (Phil Foster photo)
writer’s tying classes so it’s
gratifying to know that what you
endeavor to teach is retained and
is productive when put to use.
Reports of a large rabbit crop
this year come as good news as
do reports of good flock of
grouse. The early part of the
nesting season in this area was
rather rainy, but apparently a
large part of the chicks made it
through to the warmer June

weather. While there is still lots
of fishing time left, it’s not too
early to be thinking about
getting your gunning dog out on
some of these cool mornings and
working out the kinks, in the dog
primarily, but if you’ve been
taking it easy this past season
it’ll do you some good too. Don’t
overdue the first few times out.
A half hour to an hour is plenty
at the outset. Excessive hard

SECOND ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND
TRAPPERS WEEKEND
Did you miss our first annual Trappers
Weekend? Don’t miss it twice! The SECOND
ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND TRAPPERS WEEKEND is here!
In East Bethel, Maine, August 25&26, rain
or shine, we’ll have the best in the east giv
ing us trapping demonstrations, and lots of
know how!
Our special guests this year are Tom
Krause, expert trapper from Sutton, Neb. and
editor of “The Trapper" newspaper, and Pete
Askins, Woodstream Corporations fulltime re
search & development trapper.

Hit

EAGLE
SPORT
SHOP

at Robinwood Plaza
Routes 2 and 4 East Wilton, Maine
Tel. 645-2500

GUNS, AMMO
and CLOTHING
Fishing Equipment
Fenwick Rods — Skyline 100% Graphite
Daiwa — Berkley — Pioneer — Eagle
Claw — Reels by Pfueger, Martin,
Johnson, Penn, Zebco. Lines by Berkley,
Scientific Anglers, Stren.
Lures, Hooks
Honda Motorcycles

KEEN EDGE
Feeding your dog the proper food is
like using the right steel in a hunting
knife It takes the best to maintain
sharpness. That s why your dog
needs Bench & Field Dog Food It
supplies concentrated nutrition from

keen edge in the field For all the
Bench & Field advantages, see your
dealer today1

BENCH & FIELD

These professionals, and New England experts
will be giving us set demonstrations for fox,
coyote, beaver, coon, fisher, and mink. Supply
dealers will be on hand with many items on sale.
Trap collectors & dealers will be on hand too.
Bring those old goodies to sell or trade!

Other attractions are too numerous to mention!
Just follow the signs from route 2, 26, or 232,
Food and drinks on sale.
Mowed field available
for overnight camping.
Sponsored by,
Al Yates, of White Mountains
Products West Paris, ME
(207) 674-2493
&
Neil Olson, of Olsons Furs
East Bethel, ME
(207) 875-3375
( Dealers MUST check with us before setting up.)

D. F. HASTINGS, DISTRIBUTORS
635 Eastern Ave. - Rte. 17

Augusta, Maine 04330
1 (207) 623-8551
DEALER INQUIRIES NOW ACCEPTED FOR
MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Summer Mackerel on the Fly
MAINE
FLIES
By
Peter G. Walker

At 5 o’clock in the morning,
the beach was deserted. In a few
hours, hundreds of people would
be passing by the spot while
enjoying the sights and playing
in the August sun. But at 5 a.m.,
the lone fly fisherman would
have the spot to himself. Terns
chattered overhead as the angler
made his way from the parking
lot to the rocky point where the
beach gave way to a granite
ledge. Behind the angler lay
historic, old Fort Popham. In
front of him flowed the strong
currents of the Kennebec River
estuary.
The tide had turned an hour
earlier and was now coming back
in. The current immediately in
front of the fisherman’s position
was flowing swiftly towards the
open ocean.
“Just right,” the man said to
himself as he cast his white
streamer quartering into the
current. He allowed the sinking
line to take the fly down as it
drifted past his position, then
took up the slack and began to
retrieve the fly in short, swift
jerks. Before the man could
bring in 5 feet of line the rod
suddenly doubled over.
“Striper!” thought the angler
as line peeled from the reel and
the 8-foot fly rod bucked. “I’ll be
lucky to hold him with this gear.”
The run was short, however,
and the fish soon turned and tore
off in another direction. The
fisherman realized that he was

not playing a striped bass after
all. The fish obviously was not as
large as it first seemed. Yet it
was certainly putting up a heck
of a fight! First up current, then
down. The fish made speedy
dashes that kept the fly rod
bowed.
Gradually the fly caster took
command of his quarry. As the
fish began to slow down, the man
made his way off the rocks onto
the beach to his right. Five
minutes after setting the hook he
was finally able to beach the 21inch, 3-pound mackerel — the
first of a half dozen outstanding
mackerel that would take his fly
before the currents changed and
the fish moved on.
What is the scrappiest Maine
freshwater fish? The smallmouth
bass? The landlocked salmon?
Well,
the
lowly
Atlantic
mackerel may not display the
smallmouth’s diverse moves or
the salmon’s classy leaps, but
pound for pound he’s got more
energy than either one.
Like his larger cousins, the
tunas, the mackerel lacks a swim
bladder.
In
addition,
the
mackerel’s metabolism is con
siderably
higher
than
most
fishes’. As a result, the mackerel
must swim constantly — 24
hours a day — both to maintain
its equilibrium and to satisfy a
constant demand for oxygenated
water through its gills. Con
sequently the mackerel is an
exceptionally
firm,
muscular

Quality Flies • Fly-Tying Materials
Rods • Reels • Tackle • Rod-building Kits
Specialized
Material Service by a
Professional Tyer
•Free Catalog on Request

-Flies for Bangor Salmon Pool

-Large selection of Atlantic Salmon Flies

-Everything you need to tie Atlantic Salmon
Flies
-Large selection of casting and trolling
streamers
-Custom line of Graphite and Borongraphite rods

BANGOR FLY AND ROD WORKSHOP
303 BROADWAY
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
(207)945-5587

-Complete selection of Rod building
Materials and Kits

Retail • Wholesale

fish; a trait reflected in its speed
and power when hooked.
Few Maine anglers think of
mackerel as sportfish. Like the
white perch of our lakes and
ponds, mackerel are viewed as
tasty, easily-caught panfish in
most circles. To most, bluefish
and stripers are sport. Mackerel
are
“empty-the-bucket-and-goback-for-more.”
While the August sun drives
most fresh water sportfish into
the depths, mackerel fishing
reaches its peak on the coast of
Maine. These diminutive cousins
of the giant bluefin tuna often
gather in incredible numbers in
Maine waters to aggressively
feed upon plankton, shrimps and
small fish. In turn, mackerel are
themselves prey to porpoises,
bluefish, stripers and tuna.
To be sure, mackerel are easy
to catch. Any fish that travels in
huge schools has to feed in
discriminately to survive. And
mackerel are small as well. Most
Maine mackerel run from 10 to 18
inches. Yet, for the light tackle
enthusiast and especially the fly
fisherman, the mackerel can be a
superb sportfish.
Several methods are com
monly
employed
by
Maine
anglers to fill an ice chest with
mackerel. Perhaps most typical
are the trollers who drag 4 or 5
tandem rigged bucktails or tube
lures with heavy rods. Once a
mackerel is hooked, its greedy
schoolmates quickly respond to
the commotion by grabbing the
other hooks on the rig. “Full
house” catches of 5 mackerel at a

time are not uncommon.
Other anglers prefer to cast
from shore or fish with bait from
piers. Still others attract and
hold schools of mackerel around
their anchored boats with chum
slicks.
Fly fishermen can adapt any of
these methods to suit their
purpose. All it takes is a fly rod
and a little different philosophy
from
the
typical
mackerel

w.a.messerco.
truck equipment; distributors

established 1899

EVER WISHED YOU HAD A
DUMP TRUCK?
NOW ALL PICK-UP OWNERS CAN
HAVE ONE!

Actually, the tail of a Blonde is
a second wing. The key to the
Blonde’s success, however, is the
positioning of the forward wing.
By tying it in a nearly upright
position, this forward wing opens
and closes as it is hitched
through the water. This extra
action might just be the key to
success when the fish are few
and far between.

Don’t forget how corrosive
seawater is on tackle. It’s a good
idea to always wash your gear
thoroughly with fresh water as
soon after your fishing trip as
possible. Fly tying materials
should be selected accordingly.
The usual bronzed steel hooks
won’t last very long in saltwater.
Stainless steel hooks, though
expensive, last the longest. In
addition, mylar tinsel (plastic)

Continued on next page

3 & 6 Pass. Seaplanes
Jet Ranger
4 Pass. Helicopter Ser.
Cessna 185 and
DeHavilland Beaver
Seaplane Instruction
Canoe Rentals

Folsom Air Service
Allagash & St. John River Flying
Fly-in Camps
New and Used Aircraft Sales
Canadian Charter Trips

Greenville, Maine04441
Tel. 207-695-2821
PINE POINT FISHERMAN'S
CO-OP
Summer Months Open 7 Daye A Week

- LOBSTERS Wholesale And Retail
Phone 883-3588
Fresh Lobsters Caught Daily
Cooked and Packed
— FREE —
To Take Home
ALSO
Fresh Native Steamers
NOW OPEN
Sea Food Take Out Counter
Specializing In
Lobster Dinners

• Dumps up to 5000 lbs.
• Requires no alteration
to truck
• Removes quickly

Contact us today for more
information

fisherman. One certainly will not
fill a cooler as fast using a light
fly rod and a single fly. On the
other hand, one can have some
unbelievable tussles with this
little speedster.
Usually, fly patterns are not
too critical. As I stated before,
mackerel are aggressive and not
choosy. Practically any simple
streamer or bucktail will usually
do. On the other hand, there are
times when the mackerel are
scattered and more hard to come
by. On such occasions, it is to
one’s advantage to use a pattern
with maximum attraction.
Probably the best mackerel
flies for such situations are the
“Blonde” series of bucktails.
These splayed-wing bucktails,
originated and widely tested by
the great Joe Brooks, displays
extra action and are durable to
boot.

Steamed Clams
Lobster Rolls

Water Front Seating

170 warren avenue, westbrook, maine 04092
Tel: (207) 854-9751

Pine Point & Fisherman’s Co-op
Pine Point Town Landing
Scarborough, Maine
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Cussed and Cursed: The Porcupine
There is an animal that roams
over the entire State of Maine,
that is cussed and cursed and
most people would like to see
exterminated. This animal is
none other than our porcupine

(Erethizon dorsata).
This animal is about two and a
half feet long, of a dark brownish
color, mingled with white. The
white is on the spines or quills.
These quills are four to six inches
long, concealed in the fur and
attached in a very slight manner
to the skin. Being barbed at the
point they easily work into flesh
they
have
pierced
if
not
removed. These quills cover the
entire back and haunches, right
down to the tail.
The porcupine has often been
accused of throwing quills — this
is not true. He can only release
them from the little holders they
are attached to in his skin. A dog
or wild animal usually gets his
mouth or face full when he at
tempts to grasp this spiny
creature. He can strike a blow
with his tail that will result in a
mass of quills hitting whatever it
comes in contact with.
The short squat head is at
tached to his chunky body and
the muzzle is short and broad.
The ears are short and rounded.
The lip is divided and the tongue
roughened.
The
front
feet
possess four toes and the hind
feet five toes that are all
provided with strong, thick nails.

The porcupine is very adept at
climbing trees and spends quite a
bit of time in trees, feeding on
twigs and the bark. If there are
hemlock trees around porky will
seek these out first, but he
doesn’t show any favoritism, he
will eat spruce, fir, pine and all
types of hardwood. For this
reason the timber companies are
not fond of this creature.
The incisor teeth number four,
two in each jaw that continue to
grow constantly. There are four
molar teeth on each side of each
jaw. The porky, like other
members of the rodent clan —
rabbits,
squirrels,
beaver,
muskrat, woodchuck, etc. — has
to chew to keep those teeth worn
down. This is one of the reasons
he is constantly chewing, even
when he isn’t hungry. He must
chew or have his teeth grow to
proportions that would make him
unable to eat.
With this in mind it’s not hard
to figure out why many camp and
cottage owners have found out,
much to their sorrow, the effects
of a porcupine or group of them
working on and around their
favorite retreat. They like the
salt that perspiration leaves on a
canoe paddle and will go through
it like a match stick at times. A
canvas or wooden canoe is never
safe. If cached in the woods it
should be put up onto a rock
unclimbable by these creatures.
Never throw any salt around a

Summer Mackerel
on the Fly
Continued from previous page

survives salt far better than
metal tinsel.
If you’ve never tried mackerel
on a fly rod, you don’t know what
you’re missing. These feisty little
critters are great eating, too.
Don’t let the summer slip by
without giving them a try.

longer than the hook.

Body: flat, silver, mylar tinsel.
Wing (fore wing): a bunch of
white bucktail the same size and
length as the aft wing. This wing
is tied at a very high angle by
winding thread
around
and
behind the base of the hair to
make it stick up almost ver
tically.

Platinum Blonde

Strawberry Blonde

Thread: white or black nylon
2/0.
Hook: No. 2 or No. 2/0
stainless steel sproat (standard

Identical to the above pattern
except for a red fore wing.

length).
Tail (aft wing): a bunch of
white bucktail about l’A times

Brooks’ Blonde
Again
identical
to
the
Platinum Blonde except for the
fore wing — green bucktail, in
this case.

camp. I once threw a little on a
rock step I had at a trapping
camp to melt some ice and the
porkys started gnawing on the
camp right where I sprinkled the
salt.
I recently had to put three of
them into porcupine heaven.
These blasted critters were
chewing the under pinning of a
friend’s camp where I was
staying this spring. Anywhere
from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. I was
awakened by the constant gnaw
— gnaw — gnaw of those four
large incisor teeth.

Maine
Traplines
By Oscar Cronk Jr.
tering and
planking himself
down.
Most houndsmen who own
’coon, bobcat and bear hounds
can tell you of bad experiences
they have had. Usually it’s one of
their favorite young pups getting
into porcupine quills. Often it is
so bad they have to seek a vet to
extract them.
I always carry a pair of pliers .
when
training young dogs.
Often, if the quills are not too far
down the throat they can be
pulled out by yourself. By cut

The outdoor toilet is always in
danger when they are around. I
once talked to a pulp cutter who
said he went out to his primitive
tar paper affair, that was open in
the back, but did have a seat. He
never looked when he sat down
and porky had crawled in under
the seat. He fairly flew away
from the privvy. Needless to say,
after that he always scrutinized
the immediate area before en-

ting the ends off the quills they
can be extracted more easily.
Common
household
vinegar,
poured into a heavy type towel
until
it’s
really
moist
and
carefully wrapped over the quills
will soften them, but it’s still best
to cut the ends off first. Of
course, if you are hunting this
method is not practical, and I
have removed thousands with
only the aid of the headlights
from my truck.
Luckily the porcupine is not

Continued on next page

STATE OF MAINE
DETAILED ■ ACCURATE - SCALE: 3 MILES

1 INCH

COUNTY MAPS
Are Indispensable to
Guides-Campers-Canoeists-Tourists-Fishermen-Hunters-Salesmen

Have you ever wasted hours of a great fishing morning looking for an
old tote road that leads into a special trout pond? We have, and we
decided to do something about It.
We discovered maps for each county in the state that show
abandoned roads, new roads, ponds and streams. These maps are
made by Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc. of Bangor. We talked to Mr.
George Carlisle, president of the firm and asked him how these maps
came into being.

Prentiss and Carlisle has been in timber management since the Civil
War. Mr. Prentiss began it with his own property. With his retirement,
he passed the business on to his family. In 1924, the Prentiss family got
together with the Carlisles and the firm was incorporated.
As the firm’s operations expanded over the state, it became
necessary to record reports of the different land areas that detailed the
wilds more completely than road maps. As a result, Prentiss and
Carlisle found themselves in the map business as a by-product of
timber management. They take great care to up-date the maps regularly.
By special arrangement with Prentiss and Carlisle, we are able to
offer you a choice of these maps. It pleases us to be able to share this
discovery with you, and think you*lI find these maps as useful as we do.
—The Publishers.
ANDROSCOGGIN - KENNEBEC - SAGADAHOC - LINCOLN (One Plan)....

AROOSTOOK Northern Part

...........

CUMBERLAND-YORK (OnePlan)

....

HANCOCK................................................
OXFORD

AROOSTOOK Southern Part ...........

$1.75

FRANKLIN..............................................

$1.75

$2.00

KNOX ..................

$1.50

PENOBSCOT

$2.00

..$1.75

.....................

PISCATAQUIS..........................................

$2.00

WALDO

$1.50

.........

$2.00

$2.00

COMPLETE SET - FLAT
MOOSEHEAD LAKE

.............................

$1.50

SOMERSET...................................... „............... $2.00

WASHINGTON

..................................

$2.00

MOUNTING..... ....................$13.00

$2.00

NOTE: These plans mounted together will give a State Map approx. 6' x 8'6f

MAINE RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX
Enclosed is $.........plus .50 postage and handling for:
QUAN.

MAP

Send to:

NAME ..................................................... .......................... ............................

ADDRESS ................. ......................................................................................
.............. ...........

ZIP...................... ...........................

Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
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Cussed and Cursed: The Porcupine
Continued from previous page
prolific. After a gestation period
of 112 days or more the young
are born in early spring. The
litter usually consists of one, but
sometimes there are two. When
first born they only possess short
downy hair and the quills are not
distinguishable. It is several
weeks before the sharp barbs are
noticeable. The mother stays
close to her young during the
time they don’t have any means
of protection. Around 8 weeks of
age the young are taking solid
food.
Trappers
are
constantly
bothered by these slow ambling
creatures. If a lure has oil of
catnip, as a lot of good bobcat
lures do, this high pitched odor
will bring in the porcupines.
They will often get into a com
mon dirt hole set that all trap
pers are familiar with.
Many people believe that they
have heard bobcats screeching,
but I have never talked with
anyone who has followed up this
screeching and found it to be a
bobcat. I can truthfully say and I
believe that the porcupine is

probably guilty of all the wailing
and screeching that the bobcat
gets blamed for. I remember one
night being up the West Branch
of the Mattawamkeag River in
1952, I was camped all by myself
■with only a piece of tarp for
shelter. I was awakened around
1:00
a.m.
by
this
awful
screeching noise. I slipped on a
shirt, dressed my feet and, with
an Army 45 in one hand and a 2
cell flashlight in the other, I
cautiously tracked down the
eerie noises, knowing that it
could come from nothing short of
a full grown bobcat that I figured
was out to get me for sure. Lo
and behold it wasn’t a huge
bobcat at all, but instead one of
our spiny wanderers of the
forests — Mr. Porcupine.
I have mentioned all of the
damage and harm they do, but I
would like to mention that they
do have some qualities that
definitely makes them worthy of
being in our kingdom of Maine
animals. In the deep of winter
they cut branches off trees and
often deer, rabbits and other
browse-eating animals are able
to eat when snow makes it im

possible for them to reach food or
it is completely covered by a vast
accumulation of light,
fluffy
snow. They also make trails in
deep snow that other animals
can, and will, follow like roads.
Maybe most important they are
the one animal a lost person can
catch and kill without a weapon
to keep from starving to death. I
am sure after being lost for 7 or 8
days, you would look at this meat
as hungrily as a piece of sirloin
steak. This animal can be tracked

Sporting Goods
and Sportswear
223 Main Street
Norway, Maine
(207) 743-6602

Skowhegan, Maine 04976

Tel: 474-8939
U

A Cortland Fishing Pro Shop.
Check your fishing needs. Fly
Rods - Spin Rods - Line Reels Lures - Boots - Smelt Nets
Pendleton - Maine Guide *
Woolrich Clothing
Bass Shoes

Cut down your
gas bills!
TUNE-UP YOURSELF AND SAVE!!

Complete Line of
Fishing Equipment
Will Accept Americard or VISA

acid that dissolves the hardness
of the point and for this reason he
is not effected by the sharp
barbs. The fisher is also ex
tremely beneficial in helping to
control these wood chewers.
This animal must be con
trolled, like the three I was
forced to put way, but as long as
they stay away from camps and
other outdoor equipment they
should be left alone to take their
part in nature’s plan in the
animal world.

Everything For The
Outdoorsman

BEDELL’S
TACKLE SHOP
St. Mark s St. — Next to Dorr’s Marina
20% on
On Rods
and Reels

down in the winter if a track is
found. Often in the fall and
summer months their presence
will be in evidence by their
chewing or
their droppings
which are an inch or more long
and dark brown with an oblong
shape to them.
The enemies of the porcupine
are man and fisher. Bobcat and
other animals might kill them if
desperate but no animal can rid
himself of the quills except the
fisher. The fisher has a gastric

u

Fill ter up with Champions.
u

CHAMPION
u

n
■

MOST REGULARS

99C

MOST RESISTORS

$1.19

AVOID EXPENSIVE LABOR RATES
AND LIST PRICES FOR PARTS

0

CALL US FOR WHOLESALE PRICES & EXPERT ADVICE
Machine Shop Services available thru this store
ci CONSUMER

AUTO PARTS

BIDDEFORD PORTLAND SO PORTLAND
BRUNSWICK AUGUSTA BREWER
BANGOR WATERVILLE PRESQUE ISLE

IN LEWISTON R I MITCHELL, INC
IN N H CHAMP AUTO PARTS

0
STORE HOURS
MON. FRL 8 to 8
SAT. 8 to 5
SUN. 8 to 1

vrsA

C.A.P.
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Troubled Times for Hunters, Fishermen
I’ve been getting a lot of
negative comments on moose
lately. Comments run from,
“O’Connor, we all know you will
get a permit for moose in 1980.
No matter who wins the lottery
you and a bunch of other writers
will be ‘magic’ winners because
the
Department
will
want
favorable publicity,” to those
who say, “If I don’t get a permit
I’m going to shoot a moose
anyway."
If I get a moose permit it will
be because I have been selected
by the lottery system. I fully
intend to apply, no matter what
the cost; but I don’t expect to get
one of the 700 permits to be
issued for the five day season in
September, 1980. I already have
a backup plan for a “hunt.”
Realizing that I have a small
chance of gaining a permit I plan
to take my cameras with me and
spend my time during those five
days
photographing someone
who does get a permit. The
result for me would be a national
outdoor story for one of the
magazines, and a week’s pay. To
be honest, I resent the im
plication that I, or any other
outdoor writer, would get a
permit by devious methods. It
doesn’t speak well of the respect
some
people
have
for the
Department of Inland Fisheries
& Wildlife either.
As for the feeling that anyone
who doesn’t get a moose permit
will shoot the first moose he
sees, I can only say that if you
do, I hope you get caught by the
wardens. To spoil a special
limited hunt by being a spoil
sport is not my idea of fair play.
The hunt is limited to 700 per
mits by law and by a request
from the people who are in the
kndw. They want to study the
situation, without the chance of
hurting the
residual
moose
population. That’s a fair request.

Bohrmann
Knives

Southern
Aroostook
Dave O’Connor
Star Route, Box 36-B
Sherman Station
his ability to buy gas at a rate
that he really can’t afford.
This might not sound like a
really big issue to some, but for
those on a family budget it means
the world. They can barely af
ford to meet utility and other

household costs. The vacation
trip was always an outdoor scene
and now they may not be able to
meet the price. That is scary.
It is frightening some of the

Continued on next page

Quimby Pond Camps
RANGELEY, ME.
207-864-3675
ON ONE OF MAINE’S FINEST TROUT WATERS
AMERICAN PLAN OR HOUSEKEEPING
DINNER AT THE “SPORTSMAN’S TABLE”
REG. GUIDE SERVICE - FISHING - BEAR, DEER, BIRDS
FISH THE BACK-IN PONDS FOR TROUT & SALMON

Ray & Ev Soriano
Is the moose a game animal or meat on the hoof?
These and other controversial items are discussed in
this month’s Southern Aroostook column. In this
photo, the author’s wife cuts up a moose hindquarter
taken in Newfoundland. (Dave O’Connor photo/
Despite all the local con
troversy
in
Aroostook con
cerning the moose, the season is
going to be a very popular event.
It will bring out thousands of
folks who want to take part in
the hunt. They will all file the
necessary application for the
lottery and those who win will be
local heroes.

Gas
has
become
another
concern for the locals, and for
those who choose to spend some
time traveling in Aroostook.
People are concerned about
enough fuel to return in the fall
for the traditional deer hunt.
They are worried about having
gas to gain access to their camp.
Just as with the American
population
everywhere
the
sportsman is beginning to think
that hunting, fishing, camping,
snowmobiling, . hiking and so
forth will be severely limited by

Have Coot Will Travel

TOP CANOESOld Town - Indian Etc.

• CANOEING ACCESSORIES
• FISHING EQUIPMENT
• SPORTING SUPPLIES
Now’s the time to buy
your white water canoe
SAVE 5%
FRED WESTERBERG

SACO RIVER CANOE & KAYAK
Sales • Shuttle • Rentals
FRYEBURG - ROUTE 5 - 207-935-2369 - CALL ANYTIME
A ONE-STOP SPOT
TO PUT YOU ON THE RIVER, READY TO FISH

Handmade
hunting and
camping knives

Be A Fox!

29 Portland St.
Yarmouth, Me. 04096
207-846-3385

Save Money and Don’t Miss a
Single Issue of The Maine
Sportsman.

SUBSCRIBE
At Our Low Prices and you’ll
get the fact-filled pages of The
Maine Sportsman delivered to
your home every month.

DO IT
TODAY!

central wharf
PORTLAND
adjacent to HARRIS CO.

□ one year $5 — □ two years $8

LBAY.NG ^AMetorn^

AVAILABLE

FOR

NAME _
ADDRESS

CHARTER

Sundays & evenings
i

for reservations call I

774-0122

1

I O183^almouth

portlandme-04102

ZIP
|

Send to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096
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Troubled Times for Hunters, Fishermen
Continued from previous page
local outfitters too. One recently
told me, “What happens to me,
and to my huge mortgage, if the
non-resident can’t come back this
fall for the deer season? It really
bothers my wife and I. We have
already had customers cancel
because they don’t think there
will be any gas to come to our
camp.” That has implications
that will effect all of us. Maine is
a tourist state.

boundaries are set they will
follow demarcation lines that no
one can wander across without
knowing that he is now hunting
an area where the zone has
changed.

**♦

One reader (he doesn’t want to
be identified by name) offered a
suggestion for bear hunters and
those who use bait to attract
bear; clean up the cow and horse

bones that are left in the woods
after the baiting season is over.
He claims that the woodcock,
grouse and deer hunters don’t
like seeing the bones left (and the
plastic bags or barrels) that are
left by bear hunters in May, June
and July. He further says, “Why
should we have to put up with
the trash that they leave? Any
reasonable person can clean up
the leftovers.”

If you want to know what I
think I’ll be glad to give to you.
This reader had a real point;
there is no need to leave bones,
plastic bags or other trash in the
woods. Outfitters who bait bear,
and private hunters who find the

tishrnkp
JLJLOlA IClIvU
camps

♦**

Just about everyone I know
favors the new deer hunting
boundaries that will mark the
terminals for the seasons in the
years ahead. Under a new set of
regulations (not for this year) the
deer zones from north and south
will be marked by railroad tracks
or
rivers... ea^ly
identifiable
boundaries. For those who fail to
see the significance let me say. in
the past the north-south deer
boundaries for an early or late
season
were often township
markers and other lesser known
marking systems.
It caused
confusion and more than one
hunter was arrested for hunting
where he thought the season was
open only to find he had crossed a
poorly
marked
‘‘red
line”
somewhere during the day’s
hunt. It caused ill feelings and a
need for new regulations was
apparent.
When
the
new

Caribou
at Baxter
State Park?
By Phil Foster
Back in June, Roger Williams,
Farmington photographer, and
his family were vacationing in
Baxter Park, and to set the stage
for this almost unbelieveable bit
of news let me say that Roger is
an experienced woodsman and
has shot his share of deer in
years past. He’s not an individual
given to much in the way of
strong drink and his vision is
excellent.
Near Katahdin stream camps
one afternoon he was driving
along,
following a car with
Pennsylvania plates. Suddenly,
this large, reddish animal with
shoveled antlers in the velvet
trotted across the road in front of
both vehicles. The Pennsylvania
car nearly struck the animal. It
crossed the road and stood for a
few seconds at the edge of the
road in full view of the occupants
of both cars. Rog described the
animal as considerably larger
than a deer but smaller than a
moose. Reddish brown in color,
almost no tail, deep chested and
a longer pointed face than a deer.
His wife Kay and young son
Roger also saw the animal.
Roger contacted local warden,
Warren Good, and warden Good
said there was no doubt he saw a
Caribou. As a matter of fact,
Warden Good had seen one
himself in the park about four
years ago.
While some people might find
this a bit hard to swallow, I know
Rog Williams well enough to
know that what he saw was,
beyond doubt, a Caribou.
Undoubtedly, the one he saw
was an off-spring of perhaps two
or three generations from the
ones planted in the park back in
the 60s. No matter, despite all
the rumors about them being
poached off, swimming back to
Newfoundland and falling off
cliffs, at least two of them stayed
there long enough to throw an
offspring.

RAW FURS WANTED
Paying Top Market Prices
for Skinned or Unskinned
Furs
Large or Small Lots Will Travel or Pay Postage

BRUCE GOULD
AND COMPANY
PLYMOUTH, MAINE 04969
Call: 257-2186 257-2830 257-4520

time to do the same should
protect their sport by removing
all the garbage from the woods. I
like bear hunting over bait, but I
resent trash, of whatever origin,
when it is left in the woods.

T14R8

AROOSTOOK
COUNTY

DRIVE IN or FLY IN
We’re open May 15th thru freeze-up

•
•
•
•
•
•

23 Miles Back In The Woods
Salmon • Trout • Togue
Private Log Cabins
Modern Conveniences
Family Style Meals • American Plan
Boats • Motors • Non-Res. Licenses
write for brochure, info & reservations

Rod & Marie James Box 104 Portage, Me. 04768

OLD MILL CAMPGROUND
on Moosehead Lake

■

Open All Year—RV and Tent Sites
Housekeeping Cabins-Store-Gas-Boats
Docking, Boat Storage

Hot Showers — Flush Toilets

On Route 15 — 2 Miles South of Rockwood
P.O. Box 198, Rockwood, Maine
Phone 207-534-7333
When in Waldoboro, Eat and Sleep at

MOODY’S
RESTAURANT AND MOTEL
For Motel Reservations Call 832-5362
Restaurant Open 24 Hours a Day
Specializing in
SEAFOODS AND ROASTS
Tel. 832-7468

RT. 32
SOUTH CHINA, MAINE 04989

PHONE: 207-445-2786
TAXIDERMIST-DAVE COTE

We Hope You'll Get A Boot
Out Of Our Country
And Western Music
Stop by on Saturday or Sunday afternoon (Au
gust 25-26th) for a special country music
weekend to help us introduce the new Herman
Waterproof Boots. And while you’re at the store,
be sure to take a good look at our entire line of
Herman Survivor Boots.

Live Music, Free Gifts, Happy the Herman Bear

sumntHLS
HERMAN

____

Boots that never say die.

MAINE’S YEAR ROUND SPORTSMAN’S SHOW

R0UTE1 KITTHIY.IMAffff G3904/207 439 27MV
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What Makes A Good Sporting Camp?
"It’s a
boar’s nest”

smoky,

raunchy

So starts a famous poem about
a hunting camp. The poem goes
on to describe how the floor is
unswept,
the
hunters
are
walking
around
in
baggy
drawers which haven’t been
washed for a week and "there’s
knife scars on the door!”
This poem is fine reading and
perhaps indicative of the ap
pearance of SOME
hunting
camps, but I wouldn’t be caught
dead in the place.
I have owned hunting and
fishing camps of one sort or
another for almost fifty years.
Some of them haven’t been
designed for luxurious living, but
ALL of them have been clean!
A broom only costs a couple of
bucks, soap is a minor item on
the grocery list and water is free
for the taking.
I have a hunting and fishing
buddy and it’s my opinion that
everyone on the far side of sixty
SHOULD have one. We both
own woods camps. Mine is used
for our fishing expeditions and
his for our hunting trips. Both
camps have small gas ranges for
cooking,
gas lights and innerspring mattresses. Both are
near an adequate water supply
and both are clean and com
fortable.
Each year, during the sum
mer, we get together to cut
firewood,
mow
bushes
and
perform
a little
preventive
maintenance. It only takes a
couple of weekends and it’s fun!
Sometimes we even manage a
little fishing during these trips.
During our hunting and fishing
excursions, we have, by mutual
agreement,
assumed
certain
duties.
I do most of the cooking and
my buddy does the dishwashing.
I defy ANYONE to visit either

GUN
SPORTS
By Monty Washburn

This gadget, pictured last month, is a fox hook. Old
time hunters, while hunting foxes with dogs, carried
one of these hooks in their pocket. If the fox holed up,
the hunter would cut a sapling, insert the small end
into the upright loop in the hook and lash the shank
solidly to the sapling. This diabolical device was then
inserted into the den and anI attempt was made to hook
the fox and drag him out.
camp, an hour after mealtime
and find a dirty dish! Each
morning, while the dishes are
being washed, the floor is being
swept. Wood and water are
replenished and when we leave
for our daily outings, the camp is
shipshape.
I must admit that quite often
my buddy does more than his
share, but after all, I’m six years
older than he is and age, like
rank, has its privileges.
His enthusiasm and vitality
seem to be limitless. He’s always
busy at some task. One afternoon
last summer, while I was taking
a little snooze, he built a nice
flagstone walk by my front steps.
This year, he bought a scythe
and became carried away by
nostalgia. He mowed a half-acre
of raspberry bushes around the
camp.

I got even with him later
though. I filled his woodshed
with dry, fitted hardwood.

MARK’S BAIT CO

Our hunting season menus are
not to be excelled by the finest
restaurants.
We have home
baked beans (beans grown in my
garden the previous summer),
oyster stews and clam chowders
from clams and oysters that my
buddy
has
painstakingly
gathered and dandelion and
fiddlehead greens we both have
dug and picked the previous
spring.
Our pickles are home canned
and our jam home made. The
potatoes come from my garden
and
the
biscuits
from
my
mother’s recipe. If we’re lucky,
we have rabbit pies, fricassed
partridge
and
PERHAPS
a
couple of baits of deer liver and
onions.
If the foregoing sounds like
bragging...well, a fellow as lucky
as I am is entitled to a modest
brag ain’t he?
Each of us have thoroughly
learned the country which we

hunt, and we can depend on each
other!
Neither of us are tee-totalers
but our libations are confined to
after
the
guns
have
been
unloaded and racked.
We don’t carry walkie-talkies:
we have an owl hoot signal that
works pretty good. Easier to
carry too.
In summation, perhaps some
hunters would rather “rough it”

by living in a pig-pen and going
unwashed for a week at a time.
Well, to each his own, but
personally I’d rather get up in
the morning refreshed from a
good night’s sleep and face the
day “bright eyed and busy
tailed!”
Of course I realize that many
hunters are not fortunate enough
to own hunting camps, and to
these I extend my sympathy.

TWO ACRE ISLAND
WITH 4 ROOM SUMMER HOUSE
Near Pittsfield, Maine and only 20 minutes from 1-95.
Summer house comes furnished and equipped. Includes
small boat and motor. In Great Moose Pond. Swim, fish
and waterski this summer and every summer. Only $35,000.

The Sawyer Agency
Real Estate Brokers and
Land Development Consultants
110 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-725-8716

Scout Terra

-WHOLESALE
Canadian Crawlers & Worms—Bulk or Cups
shipped to your door ice packed. Fast,
overnight service. We pay freight. Prepayment
saves c.o.d. charges. Call or write for prices
7BrookSt., Nashua, N.H. 603-882-4934

Chick-A-Dee
Restaurant

A bull on the job.
A ball on the weekend.
There’s one pickup out there that plays as hard as it works.
Scout Terra — the four-wheel drive pickup that man
handles mud, snow and sand.
Terra combines a six-foot cargo bed with a 2000-lb. pay
load. And has mbre lockable in-cab storage space than any
standard size pickup.
Come see us about a Scout Terra. One test drive Is all It
takes.

Down East International Trucks Inc.
35 Bedford Street
Portland, Maine
Telephone 772-7448
Located next to U of Maine

Morrison Motors Inc.
2 River Road
Mexico, Maine
Telephone 364-3777

Scout
leads the way.

ih.

Morrison & Sylvester Inc.
1175 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine
Telephone 783-8549

SACO MOTORS, INC.
Route 1, P.O. Box 351
Saco, Maine 04072
(207) 282-5146
883-4224
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Time For Mid-Summer Trout Tactics
Big brook trout are beginning
to show up around lake inlets and
spring holes. These migrations
will last right into the fall season
when the fish will spawn. Why
they
begin
these
advance
movements so early is anybody’s
guess. It could be many things
such as, the inviting, cooler
water, a food source, an early
urge to migrate.
Even the
fishery biologists don’t really
know for sure what triggers
these fish to do the strange
things they do.
Recently I poked the bow of
the canoe up such a lake inlet
with intentions of exploring its
quick-water trout pools. The
stream was heavily aldered, so
fishing with other than garden
hackle was next to impossible.
After entering the mouth of the
tiny waterway, and twisting
around
several
slow-water

corners, I pushed the nose of the
craft onto a low grassy bank and
proceeded to pull it up. Then a
movement caught my eye in the
water beside me. Holy mackerel!
I couldn’t believe what I saw.
There fanning unconcerned, only
inches away it seemed, were two
heavy brook trout at least in the

BOBS
TACKLE
SHOP
Live Bait - Rod & Reel Repair

WANTED
Steel Animal Traps
Shiners-Wholesale, Retail
88 Newbury St.
Auburn, Maine

Tel. 782-7371

Bangor Area
Bob Leeman
807 Wilson Street
Brewer

These pound-size brook trout were taken in mid
summer just off the mouth of a cool lake inlet. (Bob
Leeman photo)

pound size apiece.
I had paddled right over them
in foot-deep water and it ap
parently hadn’t phased them a
bit. For sure, these trout hadn’t
been bothered for a while. They
showed absolutely no fear of me.
It was almost a crime, I
thought, as I slid a worm onto a
No. 8 snelled hook and tossed it
in. The biggest of the two was
first to the tempting bait and
with one gulp it disappeared.
With my four ounce, ultralight
spinning outfit, it was quite a
battle for a while. Finally, after
some top-water shenanigans, I
swung him into the canoe. A
female, she was hard, cold, and
beautifully colored. She felt
heavy too; had to go at least a
pound.
I carefully eased the hook from
her mouth and slid her back into
the clear water. Looking around,
I noted her partner had long
since departed.
Just as the anadramous fish
from the sea migrate into our
rivers, trout apparently do the
same. The trip may be shorter,

COMPLETE DOG KENNELS
Manufactured to your specs.
• Free Estimates
• Shipped Anywhere
• Easy to Assemble
Also strike cages for the front of
your vehicle

HARDWICK FENCE CO.
Division of Hardwick Corporation

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 28, Palmyra, Maine Tel. 938-2611
Visit Our Show Room in Palmyra, Maine

but the urge is still present; to
reproduce their kind.

Next time you’re on a cold
water lake, try checking out the
mouth of one of those cool
tributaries.
You
might
be
pleasantly surprised.

NEEDLES
PINE: Noted

FROM

THE

Maine outdoor
artist, Tom Henessey of Hamp
den, returned from Canada’s
Restigouche River in mid-June
with a 39-pound Atlantic salmon
to his credit. Yep, I said 39
pounds. That’s not a misprint.
Tom was fishing with outdoor
writer, Gene Hill, who accounted
for a 31 pounder. Last year Tom
took a 36 pound fish from the
same spot. That beaut was
mounted. Wouldn’t you know it.
He got a bigger one.
The St. Croix River around
Calais has yielded a couple of
Atlantic salmon along with a few
good landlocks. One of those
landlocks weighed six pounds.

Thirty Atlantic salmon were
taken from the Veazie trap on
the Penobscot River one day last
month. Only a few had been
dribbling in prior to that. At this
writing, the trap count was near
300. The rod count was over 100.
A far cry from last year’s run of
silversides on the great river.

A 21-pound togue has been
reported from Tunk Lake.
In talking with a few Fish &
Wildlife Dept, employees, they
seem to have much respect for
the new Commissioner, Glen
Manuel. Most importantly, they
like him.
At tip of the ol’ beaver skin to
Sea Run Salmon Chief, Al
Meister, for receiving just due
recognition from the Penobscot
Salmon Club. The award was
recently presented in the form of
a handsome glassed-in display of
salmon flies framing a picture of
Al. To view the showpiece, check

Although the rod count is some 50 percent off last
year’s figures, 12-pound salmon such as this one are
being taken at the Penobscot River. (Bob Leeman
photo}
the club’s wall. It’s been an up
and down year for Atlantic
salmon fishing so far. Reasons
seem to center on the high water
and a spring season that aboutfaced and turned off cool. All of
our salmon rivers were at least
50°/o off from last year’s catches

J

at the same dates.
Irenx. Guay of Pushaw Pond,
took a three pound bass last
month casting a Jitterbug lure
from the dock. But, her son,
David Shaw, did her one better
and took a three and a half
pounder on a gob of worms.

YOUR OUTDOOR
HEADQUARTERS
• Outerwear
• Camping & Fishing

• Footwear
• Dufflebags

• Backpacks

LET US HELP YOU

ENJOY THE
OUTDOORS!!

ARMY & NAVY STORE
182 WATER STREET
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330
623-4381

DEEP SEA FISHING DAILY
Call for Reservations

Daily Wilderness Trips
on the Most Spectacular
Stretches of Whitewater in the East

MYSTERY
OR
BUCCANEER
Tel. 633-3244
Boothbay Harbor
Maine 04538

For Further Information Write

Northern Whitewater Expeditions, Inc.
P.O. Box 100, The Forks, Maine 04985
663-2271

Special Rates for Group Charter
Departing 8:15 A.M.; Return 3:30 P.M.
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Pursuing the Kennebec River Salmon

Pine Tree Rambler

As
editor of an outdoor
publication, folks often ask me
what I’ve caught for fish lately.
That
makes
sense
because
outdoor writers do go fishing a
lot and people think they know
where all the fish are and that
they catch a lot of them, neither
of which is particularly true, at
least in this instance.

In other years I have caught a
lot of fish by Maine standards,
particularly in those years when
I focused on bass fishing, which
is superlative in the southern
third of the state. But this year I
have decided to fish for an idea
and so far I’ve had no luck.
The idea is to catch an Atlantic
salmon in the Kennebec River.
The Kennebec in times long past
had immense salmon runs before
they were snuffed out by the
deadly combination of dams and
pollution. Much of the pollution
in the lower has now been
cleaned up, although towns such
as Gardiner, through no fault of
their own, continue to dump raw
sewage into the river because
the federal government has been
so slow to live up to its promised
funding for treatment plants.
Even so, river watchers can
spot, with the eye alone, that the
river is much cleaner. Most of
the putrid solids which used to
float in the strong currents are
now
gone
and
with
their
departure, the river has sprung
back to life.
The first change started about
10
years
ago
when spring
spawning runs of the previously
decimated saltwater smelt began
anew. They were followed by

alewives
and
now
many
thousands of these silvery fish
breed successfully in the river.
But other fish are making big
comebacks
as
well.
White
suckers are thriving in the river
and
are
being taken com
mercially
for
lobster
bait.
Greatly rewarding operations
have been held to trap eels in the
river for sale to Boston markets.

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC
State Park I Recreation Commission

Autusta. Maine

WANTED TO BUY

There are huge concentrations of
carp in the river. Bowhunters
have been having a grand time
stalking these fish for the sport
of shooting them, but they also
represent an immense supply of
edible protein for the first person
to solve the marketing problem.
Shad
once
spawned
in
Merrymeeting
B?y
in
unbelieveable quantities until total
oxygen depletion cancelled their
cycle. Now they are returning
and
have
been successfully
netted in the Cathance River
which feeds into the Bay.

Workers at the Bates and
Statler mills on either side of the
dam at Augusta often spend
lunch and supper hours fishing
the river. They are catching
some handsome smallmouth bass
in
the river,
deep-bodied,
healthy fish which obviously are
finding Abundant food in the
river. At the mouth of Cobbossee
Streaifl this spring bank anglers
had a Held day hauling in jumbosized^hite perch. There are also

growing numbers of yellow perch
in the river.
All of this points out to a river
which is rapidly returning to life
from a fisherman’s point of view.
It is quite remarkable, really,
when you consider that as short
as four years ago we were
getting die-offs of fish because
the river was being totally
depleted of oxygen.
There were times a few years
back when I would take a boat up
to the dam at Augusta and
practically gag from the sulfur
contained in the spray of water
pouring over the top. Not any
more. To be sure, the river still
carries
a
sizeable
load
of
mankind’s filth and we know that
occasionally one of the industries
along the river will illegally
dump industrial waste into the
river, but overall it is a place
where
you
no longer
feel
revulsion if you get some of the
water on yourself.

• Fair prices
• Prompt payment
• Reliable operators

MARRINER

dam, or downstream because of
the oxygenless water. So they
would move into the mouth of
tiny Bond Brook where cold
water from upstream springs
would still be flowing. Here the

Continued on next page
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Church Road
Brunswick, Me. 04011
[207J 729-3901

the heat of August would drive
all the oxygen from the water
and river reached its lowest
point, the fish which congregated
under the Augusta dam would
find themselves stranded, unable
to go upstream because of the

Which brings me back to the
salmon. A few years ago. when

9 HOLES

Logs, Stumpage,
Woodlots.

By Harry Vanderweide, Editor

WEAR YOURS WITH PRIDE!
All new design featuring hunter orange
background. Maine outline in green and
handsome buck deer in brown tones
An ideal gift for all sportsmen
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patches at $2.00 each

NAME____________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________

ROUTE 137, WINSLOW
one mile from Waterville

873-3882

Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
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Bear Hunters Welcome at Grand Lake
With all the fuss and bother
about the black bear in Maine, it
seems about time I add my two
cents about this trophy animal.
The black bear has been
considered by many people in the
Grand Lake Stream area as an
asset to be used to everyone’s
advantage. There are probably
as many bears, if not more, in
this
section
of Washington
County as anywhere in the State.
Hundreds of miles of old logging
roads, lots of blueberries, ex
tensive beech ridges and the
occasional abandoned orchard
provides the best possible cover
to
sustain
a
good
bear
population. Although there may
be people concerned about the
destructive power of a bear, the
animal is most of the time put in
a category of being extremely
wary and easily frightened.
Sure, there have been times
bears
have
torn
screens,
smashed over garbage cans and
have even gone as far as to
frighten a dog off his food in
order to get a free meal. And

Pursuing the
Kennebec River
Salmon
Continued from previous page
salmon were very vulnerable,
lying in a pool about 20 feet wide
and 50 feet long and no deeper
than four feet. Then they would
be snagged, clubbed, speared
and otherwise abused. Most
people, when they see a big fish
in easy access still revert to a
rather primitive state of mind.
Hopefully as the river quality
continues to improve, these fish
won’t have to resort to Bond
Brook in the future and will be
able to remain in the main river
throughout the year.
In the main river fishing for
them is quite another matter. I
have been trying since the first
of June and haven’t moved a fish
yet. Nor have I been alone. A
great many people are aware of
the salmon’s presence in the
river and just about every day
sees one or more of them motor
or paddle up through the quick
water under the railroad bridge
to get near the dam where the
fish lie. It is quite an incongruous
scene, really. A man standing in
a canoe casting a fine bamboo
flyrod for salmon with incredibly
ugly factories in the background.
But no one seems to mind,
because mostly the water is clean
and the salmon are there.
So far, these would-be Ken
nebec salmon catchers have had
little luck. Which is not to say
Kennebec salmon have been
uncatchable. Mill workers have
taken some in past year, and
perhaps one or two has been
taken this season that I didn’t
hear about, but overall, nobody
seems to have cracked the
solution to catching them.
That seems strange because
the anglers at the Bangor Salmon
Pool on the Penobscot take so
many fish and these are really
Penobscot River Fish, salmon
whose homing instinct isn’t quite
accurate and who blunder up the
Kennebec and spend the summer
lying below the dam. We use the
same flies, the Colburn Specials
and the black bears and the rusty
rats, but we don’t seem to take
many of the fish.
None of that bothers me in the
slightest. The river is close to
home, it is much cleaner and
therefore nicer to be near, the
salmon are present and it is
grand to have the opportunity to
fish for them.

yes, there has been the oc
casional time when an overly
zealous bear has scared the
dickens out of a person. This
happened to Roger Milligan who
was
harassed,
circled,
and
bowled over by an ugly bear,
however no physical damage
occurred. The experience was
very scary.
For the last couple of weeks
there has been two bears around
our cabins and in our garbage
cans making an occasional mess.
Our attitude to that was it was
simply a hungry animal which
could certainly have been a
raccoon
creating an
equal
problem. We could have shot
those bears, but realized how
important a trophy would be to a
hunter perhaps later on in the
fall.
It is amazing to me the number
of people who jumped on the
anti-hunting buckboard simply
because it seems the logical thing
to do. So often we find that those
who would abolish hunting and
trapping have never hunted that
particular type of animal or have
never set a trap or let alone

experienced a proper trap line.
With this in mind I would like to
point out a few facts about some
hunters who have used the area
around Grand Lake Stream to
everyone’s advantage in order to
provide top notch bear hunting
that has met the approval of all.
It’s been my pleasure to
become
friends
with
Norm
Jolliffe and Tam Snyder who
operate
the
Seven
Arrows
Guiding Service. As the name
may imply these men specialize
in the use of bows instead of
guns. I can see the hackles rising
from anti-bow hunters. However
if you examine facts you will see
these people provide a service
that is first cabin, which we
welcome in our area of the State
of Maine.
Norm and Tam hunt using tree
blinds and baits for their hun
ting. These men have their camp
open from about ice out in the
spring to the end of June. During
that time they will take care of
about 30 people the greatest
percent of whom are excellent
archers. Their customers are
hunters who are here to take a

714 Water St., Gardiner

BUTCH’S
FLY SHOP

582-3790

cu™nmgfly

FISHERMEN AND FLY TYERS WELCOME
FREE FLY TYING HELP
STREAMERS - DRYS - WETS
Salmon and Mackerel
Flies and Jigs

Grand Lake
Stream Area
Steve Takach
Grand Lake Stream 04637
trophy in a particular way. They
are very selective and take pride
in the fact that more bears are
passed up during the hunting
season than are shot. The reason
for letting bears go are quite
obvious and it is probably the
way most good hunters do
operate. If a bear has a bad
rubbed spot on its hide and the
fur does not look good, it is
passed by. If the bear is a female
and has a cub these men let the
bear go as any decent sportsmen
would do whether hunting with
bow or rifle. In fact these fellows

are so serious about their bear
hunting that the record books of
Pope and Young, which is the
official bible for archers, has
been added to twice this spring.
Skull measurements of bear
taken in the Amazon country
near their camp close to Oxbrook
Lake have been large enough to
be added to the aforementioned
record book, with one of the
bears pushing the 400-pound
mark.
There is an occasional bear
that is wounded, as with anv

Continued on next page
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SUBARU BRAT.
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Our new Brat makes
going someplace more fun than
being there. With the mere
flick of a lever inside the car,
this unique vehicle shifts from
full time front wheel drive
to 4 wheel drive.
That means you can go
practically anywhere in prac
tically any driving conditions.
And to see
where you’ve
been, the Brat

has a wide open back complete
with 2 fresh air bucket seats.
What’s more, standard
equipment on the Brat includes
all the creature comforts you’d
want in a passenger car.
Even more comforting,the
Brat runs on the least expen
sive kind of gas you can buy...
regular.

SUBARU BRA'
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Beagle Results, Bird Dog Fun Trial
A note from Gene Letourneau,
dean of Maine’s growing family
of outdoor writers, informs me
that woodcock are showing up
quite well downstate and grouse
are producing record broods. In
at least one instance a clutch of a
dozen eggs produced 11 chicks. If
the rule of thumb for grouse
chick survival holds true, this
brood would produce four to six
birds for this fall’s hunting.

Sporting

Dogs
By Wilmot Robinson

***

The threat of a trapping
season extension or earlier
opening would seem to be a
warning to bird dogowners to
start working for earlier
statewide bird season openings.
The coyote scare has triggered a
loud cry among the trapping
fraternity to open the trapping
season on October 1, so more
time can be devoted to working
over the coyote haunts before
the ground freezes. This spells
bad news to bird dog and hound
owners.
While no decision have been
handed down yet, the Maine
Trapper’s Association is a
powerful voice and I’ve been told
they are getting through to some

Kona, the dog who points hummingbirds
owners Bill and Jean Bullard.

of the “ears” in Augusta.
If anyone could devise a
surefire method to trap coyotes
on frozen ground or snow, it
would be worth plenty to Maine
trappers. Prime pelts bring a
better price on the market and I

with

can’t see any coyote pelt
becoming prime during the early
part of October, and a bird dog or
hound pelt is definitely not
prime.
***

Results of the Eastern Maine

Beagle Club, Downeast Winners
Stake are herewith listed,
compliments of one of the* best
PR gals in the business, Marie
Carter who hails from the
Newport-St. Albans area.
In this particular stake all
placing hounds received
trophies. That adds up to a
sizeable chunk of mantle hard
ware. Marie advises that they
are pulling out all the stops in
preparation for their “really big"
licensed trial October 6 and 7.
The winners:
13-inch Derby — .fudges Tom
Snyder and Gene Tarsetti.
1. Bell Hill Bonnie, Stan Low,
Portland.
2. Gruen Bush Ginger. Ross

Bear Hunters Welcome at Grand Lake
Continued from previous page

type of hunting, but if you look at
the facts that these boys have to
offer you will see that most shots
are from 10 to 20 yards away and
are taken only when the bear
provides a broadside or a
quartering away shot in order to
drive the four bladed arrows
usually straight through the lung
area. The results are devastating
with most bear not going more
than 10 or 12 yards before piling
up dead.
Would you like to her some
more interesting figures? All of
the hides and all of the meat is
taken care of and used to the
fullest extent. Nothing is left to
spoil and yours truly has enjoyed
more than one bearsteak
provided by these hunters and
their customers. Again I can
hear some remarks from some
when the thought of eating bear
meat is mentioned. The fact is
that if the meat is taken care of
and cooked properly it is quite
delicious. And to add to those
that would worry about eating
bear meat, at least 50% of all of
the bears that these fellows

shoot are checked by the state
for trichinosis. The Seven
Arrows Guides have checked
these bears for years and have
not found one positive for
trichinosis.

Some more interesting facts
that Norm confided to me is that
one fifth of his income is provided
by these hunters as well as loads
of material for his writing and
photography business that he is
engaging in almost on a full time
basis. Couple this with the fact
that these men buy hunting
licenses and certainly come into
our little village to buy groceries
and drinks. Many of these same
people buy fishing licenses and
spend a little bit of their extra
time trying to catch a salmon or
trout out on West Grand Lake.

to for many years; that is making
use of the land in a way in which
the game and fish will renew
itself because of proper handling.
There is no room for slob
hunters and fishermen in this
area, although there always
seems to be just a few that
manage to sneak in. Most do
consider the future and the fun
that all our children can have

with resources handled properly.
God put these things on earth for
our use and meant for them to be
harvested to our advantage.
That’s what the people in this
area think and try to accomplish.
I’m sure that most sports who
come to Grand Lake Stream will
agree that this is true and that
the black bear is considered part
of this harvest.

Cline, Corinna.
3. Otter Brook Bandit. John
O’Connor, Bradley.
4. Otter Brook Crook, Linda
O’Connor, Bradley.
5. Brandywine Tuesday. Ed
and Lorraine Maxwell. East
Lebanon.
13-inch All Age — Judges
Darrell Carter and Roger
Warren.
1. Jo-Kay Sue. John Morgan,
Winthrop.
2. Round Pond Booty, Charles
and Eunice Lead bet ter,
Livermore Falls.
3. Bell Hill Cindy, Stan Low.
Portland.
4. Otter Brook Misty. John
O’Connor. Bradley.
15-inch Derby — Judges
Roger Warren and Dick McLeod.
1. Hilltop Tippy, Bob Chur
chill, Kezar Falls. ’
2. Maxwell Linda Girl, Ed and
Lorraine Maxwell, East
Lebanon.
3. Shirl’s Candy Girl. Carol
LaFlamme, Waterville.
4. Squeaky’s Ace of Spades,
Darrell Carter, Newport.
15-inch All Age — Judges
Darrell Carter and Tom Snyder.
1. Round Pond Cocoa, Charles
and Eunice Leadbetter,
Livermore Falls.
Continued on next page
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And so we think the black bear
is beautiful around this part of
the State. It provides a resource
from Mother Nature which is
being handled in a proper
manner by Norm and Tam and
their guide services. It provides
an income to this tiny village of
Grand Lake Stream in a manner
that the villagers have been used
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Even a stream or pond won’t get in your way. Because Max is an amphibian!
Fact is, you’ll never guess all the things Max is capable of without seeing it for
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Beagle Results, Bird Dog
Fun Trial

Sportsman’s
Calendar
August 4 and 5, the Windham-based New Marblehead

Continued from previous page

Militia will hold a flintlock rifle shoot, and annual

2.

Maple
Ridge
Brandy,
Clarence Frost, Waterville.
3. Rangeley River Buck, Rod
McLaughlin, Hampden.
4. Maple
Ridge
Melody
Mickey,
William
Gertloff.
Belgrade.

muster

Exhibits

weekend.

Contact

crafts.

and

Larry Ziehler, 892-3773.

August 5,

high

power rifle match,

Oyster River

Range, Pine Hill Shooting Club, Route 90, Warren.

August 6, Bud Leavitt’s Woods and Waters Television

program

♦**

the

over

Public

Maine

Broadcasting

System at 7:30 p.m. Bud debates outdoor issues

I recently attended the 52nd
Annual
Conference
of
the
Outdoor Writers of America at
Albuquerque,
N.M.
It
was
certainly a rewarding experience
for this writer and I met many
fine people. I would like to in
troduce Bill and Jean Bullard of
Carbondale, Colo. Bill is with the
National Park Service and both
are writers of some reknown.

with journalist Bill Clark of Caratunk.

August 7, public hearing on trapping methods and
season, 7 p.m., Central Building Court House
Complex, Houlton.
August 8, 7:30 p.m., Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine

when proposed

Augusta Civic Center,

meeting,

trapping seasons and regulations will be discussed.
August 9, public hearing on trapping methods and
seasons, 7 p.m., Room 100, Nutting Hall, University
of Maine, Orono.
August 11 and 12, Maine Bird Dog Fun Trial and

Training Seminar.

HEADQUARTERS
for
Farm, Lawn, & Garden
Equipment
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Hall Implement Co.
Foster’s Corner,
Windham, Me. 04082
207-892-6894
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August 13, Bud Leavitt’s Woods and Water television

But the big news is Kona, their
dog of unknown origin. Kona
points
hummingbirds
and
bumblebees. Since she spent her
youth in an animal shelter, what
her roots are is a guess, but
certainly a degree of bird dog
exists in her background. Kona is
11 years old and still points

Box 178E — Route 302
North Wjndham> Me. 04062

SHOWERS

HEAT

CARLOW'S CABINS
AND RESTAURANT
RTE. 9, AIRLINE ROAD
WESLEY, MAINE
TELEPHONE 255-8801

35 MILES
FROM CALAIS

65 MILES
FROM BANGOR

hummingbirds. Just to add a
touch
of
mystery
to
her
pedigree, she catches field mice
better than a cat. How about
that!

* * *
The Maine Bird Dog Club
Newsletter, capably edited by
Pam and Joe Dahl of Skowhegan,
has had a couple of important
announcements in the current
issue.
Of utmost importance is the
regrettable resignation of David
Pierce as president of the club.
Dave said personal commitments
have forced him to make the
decision.
Always a dynamic force in the
MBDC,
Pierce
was elected
president in 1977 after serving as
vice president under Bob San
derson. It was my pleasure to
know Dave and I’m sure his
presence was felt while he
served and that he will be
missed.
Taking over the reins will be
Earl Robinson of East Holden.
Good
luck,
brother.
Tem
porarily,
Bob Sanderson, of
Fryeburg will hold down the
office of vice president.
The
other
item
is
an
nouncement of a great weekend
in Blue Hill. August 11 and 12
will be featuring a fun trial,
training seminar and other ac
tivities to satisfy anyone who
loves the Maine coast. For
starters, there will be mackerel
fishing, swimming and beach
games. Add to this a shore
dinner of lobster and steamed
clams, corn on the cob and a
chance
to learn
from
the
professionals how to pick a
puppy or finish your dog and you
can’t lose. Drop a line to John
Candage, Route 175, South Blue
Hill, tylaine 04614. John will fill
you in on all the details.

♦♦♦

Maggie Moody, Shapleigh, Me.

636-3524

Bahr’s Taxidermy
mount"foTsaie

Contact John

Nichols photo)

Fishing, boating, beach on beautiful Sebago Lake.
Walking distance to shopping center.

k

Includes mackerel

August 11 and 12, NRA long range and short range

Telephone: (207 892-4839

fish-

Hill.

swimming.

Winners of the Brittany Spaniel Club of Maine
shooting dog trial in North Windham. From left Joker
with Todd Towle of Smithfield; Molly with Bob Fleury
of North Stonington, Conn.; Babe with Mrs. Bob
Fleury, and Radar with Stanley Short of Benton. (Bob

SEBAGO BASIN
CAMPING AREA

^^-L- i

baud’ k
bahr s has

Blue

shore dinner,

Candage, Route 175, South Blue Hill 04614.
pistol silhouette shoot, Oyster River Range, Pine

Hill Shooting Club, Warren.

program at 7:30 p.m., over the Maine Broadcasting

JOHN DEERE

za

fishing,

Box 5 Cross Rd.
Porter Maine 04068

Ca" Before Coming 625-8150
Hrs. Usually 9-9

Fish may be shipped to you Via. U.P.S.
In Special Made Wooden Box For $15 FEE

In closing, I’m reminded of the
remarks
of
a
couple
of
youngsters named Jack and Jill,
ages 5 and 4 respectively. Upon
observing the antics of a family
dog who was reluctant to go into
the water they volunteered that
he must be a “water-proof
spaniel.”

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC

Stitt Park 1 Racrtallta CtMMlstlt* / MpUa. Matta

System. Bud interviews Walter Arnold and Oscar
Cronk about trapping.
August

14,

hearing on

public

trapping

proposed

season dates, trapping methods and restrictions, 7

p.m., conference room, municipal building, Rum

ford.
August 16, 17, 18, 19, Kennebec River Conference,
sponsored by the Natural Resources Council and the

Environmental Protection Agency. Includes tours,

nature walks, canoe trips, boat rides, workshops

and panels. Contact Natural Resources Council of
Maine, 335 Water St., Augusta 622-3101.

August

fishing season

15,

on

closes

brooks

and

streams except in Aroostook, Cumberland and York
counties where it remains open until September 15.
August 16, public hearing on prohibiting motor boats

on Walton’s Mill Pond, West Farmington, 7 p.m.,
downstairs conference room, Farmington municipal

building.
August 18 and 19, Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine,

auction,

annual

Gardiner

Armory,

Route

201,

Gardiner, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Viewing in the morning.

August 18, Central Maine Coonhunters UKC Nite

Hunt. Entries close at 8 p.m., clubhouse, Litchfield
Fairgrounds. Contact Chris Chick, 933-4331.
August 18, Maine Muzzle Loaders shoot at Scar
borough Fish and Game Club. Primitive camping,

cook shack. About 30 matches.
August

18

and

19,

handgun

shoot,

silhouette

Damariscotta.

August 19, De War and 200 shot .22 off hand match,
Oyster River Range, Warren.
August

Bud

20,

Leavitt’s

Waters

and

Woods

television program at 7:30 p.m. on the Maine Public

Broadcasting System. Bud interviews Jim Sher-

bourne,

and

Fish

Wildlife research

leader

and

Freddy Record, Moosehead Lake canoe builder.

August 25, North American Versatile Hunting Dog
(NAVHDA)

Association

training

Millay

clinic,

Farm, Route 138, Bowdoinham, 10 a.m. Birds and

ducks available. Bring your dog and prepare him for
fall hunting. Contact: Blaine Carter, 725-8229.

August 25 and 26, third annual Rangeley Lakes Gun
Show, at Rangeley Lakes Regional School.

August

25

and

silhouette

26,

High

championship

power

and

smallbore

River

Oyster

Range,

Warren.
August 27, Bud Leavitt’s Woods and Waters program,
7:30 p.m., Maine Public Broadcasting Network. Bud
interviews former major league baseball scout
Clyde Sukeforth.

August 30, public hearing on seasons, zone lines,
shooting hours and bag limits for duck hunting, 7

p.m.,

Forest

City

Rod

and

Gun

Club,

Outer

Congress Street, Portland.
September 8 and 9, Annual fall meeting of the Maine

Trappers

Association.

Hudson.

Many

displays,

contests, food, crafts, camping.
September 8 and 9, State championship handgun
silhouette shoot, Damariscotta.

September 8, high power rifle state championship,

Oyster River Range, Warren.

September 9,

service rifle championship

match, Oyster River Range, Warren.

and

leg
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Coastal Island Bird Watching
Some of the “fringe benefits”
of a sport can be as exciting and
interesting as the sport itself. A
favorite line in our house is
“There’s more to cruising than
sailing!”
As we pack duffles and gear
and stock the galley for a few
weeks afloat, I start to think of
all of my favorite places along the
Maine Coast. This winter I
studied the charts for new
harbors in which to anchor, new
islands to explore and new sandy
shores to beachcomb. Maybe we
won’t get to all of them since we
are depending mostly on the
wind to move us along. But, if
not, my list will be ready for
another summer. One sea bag is
just for books — Peterson’s
“Field Guide to Wildflowers,”
Robbins’ and Zim’s “Birds of
North America,” “Stalking the
blue-eyed
scallop”
by
Euell
Gibbons, a field guide to shells, a
lovely new book “The Heritage of
Our Maine Wildflowers” by
Johnson (expensive but worth it,
includes lore,
medicinal and
edible uses) and one with the
intriguing title “Sights and
Sounds, Scents and Savors of
Maine,” published by Down East
magazine.

The
Bird
Nest

By Margery Hall Johnson.

In August the most visible bird
life is near water — ocean, lakes,
salt marshes, beaches, mud flats.
Birds of the woodland are more
furtive at this time. After get
ting the boat all set and in

Nicatous l9dgc& Camps
Secluded Log Cabins and Lodge on 12 Mile Long Nicatous Lake

Remote — Relaxing
Hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing for the
Outdoorsman & Family

* Write:
Nicatous Lodge & Camps
Burlington, Me. 04417

Housekeeping & American Plan

Open Four Seasons

WHITE’S BEACH AND CAMPGROUND
Quiet wooded campsites, electrical and water hook
ups, hot showers, table and fireplace at each site,
dumping station, snack bar, safe swimming in spring
fed water.

May 15th Thru Labor Day Weekend
Durham Road—P.O. Box 696
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Tel. 207-729-0415

THE COAST GUARD
In the Coast
Guard, “good
work’’ is a good
job well done.
Helping yourself
while you help
save lives and
property, keeping
our seacoasts and
waterways free of
pollution, and free
of accidents.
For you it can
mean a
recession-proof
paycheck, starting
at $419 a month
with your first raise
right after boot camp. It also means free housing, food,
clothing, medical and dental care. And 30-days of paid
vacation every year.
We’ll give you valuable career training, too. And even help
you continue your formal education.
If you’re between 17 and 26, and thinking about a future
with the Coast Guard, contact your local recruiter.

U.S. COAST GUARD

recruiting office

The Village Green — 477 Congress St.
Portland, Maine — Phone 774-5415
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Wed. Eve. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

“Bristol Fashion” for cruising,
we are so tired that we go only as
far as Little Chebeague Island,
about 3 miles from our mooring
in Falmouth. One bird we always
see here is the marsh hawk. It
can be easily identified by the
large white patch on its rump,
clearly seen in its low graceful
flight. About crow size, the adult
male gives an all-over gray
appearance,
the
female
is
streaked brown. A persistent
hunter of field mice, reptiles,
amphibians and insects, the
marsh hawk is known to include
several adjacent islands in its
hunting territory, shifting from
one to another fairly regularly
each day. Its nest of weeds,
grasses or rushes is on the
ground in the marsh or meadow,
well concealed by the growth
around it.
One of the fringes of anchoring
at Little Chebeague is the fun of
exploring the island. It has
everything — a great sandy
beach, bountiful meadows and
stately shade trees stretching
through the center. As you climb
up the banking from the beach,
you walk on shell heaps, rem
nants of a distant past when
early settlers lived there. The
shells are imbedded in the soil,
which is really natural clay. I am
certain if you fashioned a pot
from this clay and baked it in a
kiln it would come out quite well.
At low tide one can walk across
the sandpit that connects Little
to Great Chebeague. When the
tide is in, the spit is covered
except for Indian Point. A lone
oak tree stands there on this
windswept barren. Legend has it
that this tree was growing in the
garden of one Wentworth Rider
in 1791, as a tiny sapling.
Nurtured by future owners, the

oak has withstood hurricanes and
coastal storms and serves today
as an aid to navigators in the
bay.
The meadows are filled with
milkweed and bayberry. When
the milkweed is in flower there is
a heavy fragrance from the pink
dome
—
like clusters. The
unopened buds of milkweed are
delectable, as are the tender
young shoots found in the spring.
Both need a special treatment to
rid them of the bitter taste,
characteristic of milkweed. They
should be covered with boiling
water, put over a high flame,
boiled
one minute,
drained,
covered with fresh boiling water
and returned to the heat. This
process should be repeated at
least three times, then boiled for
10 minutes and you have a
delicious vegetable to serve. The
young shoots are better than
asparagus, the bead head flowers
better than broccoli. The berries
on the bayberry are still green,
but will turn gray in the fall.
They are aromatic and the
leaves, when crushed also have a
delightful fragrance. Berries can
be gathered, boiled for about 10
minutes, the hot liquid drained
through a cloth, then the wax
allowed to harden. Put in a
bright calico bag, it can be used
as our grandmothers did, to rub
a warm iron over, to keep the
iron from sticking and also to
give a slight scent of bayberry to
the ironed clothes.

Warren
Island,
in
West
Penobscot Bay, is a part of the
Camden State Park system.
Arrangements can be made
through the ranger at park
headquarters on the mainland for
transportation by one of their
boats
to
the
island
from
Islesboro.
Campsites
are
available. We spent two nights at
this anchorage, going ashore
every day to explore. Both land
and shore birds abound. The
trails through the spruce woods
are great for hiking, the walks
around the edge of the island a
combination of sand beach, rockstrewn shores and mudflats. We
have seen semi-palmated sand
pipers on the beaches of this
island.
The
word
“semipalmated” refers to the feet of

the bird, the front toes of which
are webbed or “palmated” only
partially. The impression of the
tiny webs at the base of its toes
can sometimes be seen in the
footprints it makes in the wet
sand
or
mudflats.
This
gregarious and social bird is the
most abundant shore bird in
much of North America. Black
legs help to identify this gray and
white sandpiper, only about 6
inches in length. Flocks of these
tiny “peeps” often number in the
hundreds. They scoot along the
sand or mud,
bills pointed
downward, dabbing here and
there,
in an almost frantic
for
crustaceans,
manner,
mollusks and insects, very intent
on the mission at hand —
searching for food. If startled
they rise from their feeding
grounds, swirl into flight in a
compact circling flock, wheeling
about, showing first black then
dark against the sky. At high
tide they retreat to the upper
heights of the beach to rest. You
can see them, balanced on one
foot, bill tucked under their back
feathers, hopping away, half
asleep, until they are forced to
put down both feet and run from
the intruder. Least sandpipers,
the “peeps” with the yellow legs,
are often in company with the
semi-palmated. This bird has a
very
definite
brownish
ap
pearance, sometimes described
as the “dry sand look," as op
posed to the gray, “wet sand"
look
of its
aforementioned
relative. Its breast is wellstreaked. In flight the white
stripe on its wing is readily seen.
Sea
lavender,
or
Marsh
Rosemary grows on the edges of
Warren Island, in the salt-marsh
areas.
Very
small
lavender
flowers are in a much-branched
cluster. Its roots are shallow, so
it is easily uprooted. If one is to
pick a sprig or two, extreme
caution should be used, with
cutting the stem the best method
to use. The sprigs of lavender
dry a delicate rose color and will
last for a year or two, a pleasant
memory of salt marsh
exploration.
Maine coastal
islands
are
distinct communities, unlike any

Continued on next page

Moosehead Lake Region

Quality building sites nestled among the mountains and lakes of the north country.
Designed for people who appreciate nature and privacy. Lower Wilson Pond noted for
excellent togue and salmon fishing.

SKYLARK, INC.
72 Elm St.
Waterville, Me. 04901
(207) 873-1159

Obtain HUD Property Report from developer and read it be
fore signing anything. HUD neither approves the merits of the
offering nor the value, if any, of the property.
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High Schoolers Down the Allagash
I would like to say here how
pleased I am to be a member of
the Maine Sportsman family. It
is quite a thrill for me because I
have always considered this
paper the number one outdoor
publication. I look forward to its
coming each month above all
others. Now, all of a sudden, I
find myself a part of it with the
monthly privilege and respon
sibility of writing a monthly
column about canoeing. I want
you to know that I will take this
responsibility seriously and try
my best to make it as en
tertaining and informative as I
possibly can.
Each May, usually the week
before Memorial Day, I take my
senior class on an Allagash trip
for nine days — a regular 5-day
school
week
plus
the
two
weekends. The course I teach is
Agricultural Resources at the
Skowhegan Regional Vocational
Center. The emphasis of the
course
is
on
the
outdoor
recreation industry and subjects
relating to it. Of course, with my
interest in canoeing, it is an
important part of my curriculum.
This year’s Allagash trip was
unusual for a couple of reasons.
First, we were fortunate to have
our superintendent of schools,
Dr. Raymond Taylor, along with

Canoe Country

V. T. Gil Gilpatrick, RFD 2, Fairfield 04939

Putting up a daily supply of wood is an important
part of any canoe trip.
us. Ray started his planning
almost a year ago. He told me
about it then, but I really didn’t
take it too seriously. As the time
grew closer to the trip, however,
I realized he really meant it!
Everyone who meets Ray has
a great deal of respect for him —
he’s just an outstanding person.
The kids were no exception, and
he was quickly accepted by them
as one of the class. We weren’t
long into the trip before they

BOATS and MOTORS
DOCKING
GAS and OIL

MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES

GRAY GHOST CAMPS
ON MOOSE RIVER
In the Moosehead Lake Region
Jane and Roger Lane
October 1 st-April 30th
62 Church Street
Livermore Falls, Me. 04254
Phone: (207)897-5291

May 1 st-September 30th
Rockwood, Maine 04478
Box 35
Phone: (207) 534-7362

: TRAILER HITCH SPECIALISTS •:

•
:
•

J
•
J

OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

•

(Draw-Tite — Reese — Eaz-Lift)
Hitches For
Travel Trailers — Boat Trailers — Horse Trailers
Wiring on all types of Trailers & Cars

•

HANDYMAN

Z
:

773-2600
357 RIVERSIDE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

FIREARMS SPECIALIST

Model No. 29
.44 Magnum”

Browning, Weatherby, Remington, plus all other makers.
Rifles, shotguns and pistols. New and Used.
Complete line of Black powder Guns and Accessories.
Reloading Equipment, I stock many Ruger No 1. & 3 Rifles.
Many S&W, Colt and Ruger Handguns.

D.L. Fleury’s Sporting Goods Inc.
David L. Fleury
(Where The “Bomb Shell” is at)
Rt 202, Winthrop, Maine 04364

207-377-8277
Mon-T ues-Thurs-Friday
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

couldn’t put up with the “Doctor
Taylor” handle any longer and he
became affectionately known as
“Doc.” I think he appreciated
this friendly, yet respectful,
nickname.
We had the unusual good luck
to have tail winds through
Chamberlain and Eagle lakes.
Usually the south wind means
rain in that country, but we had
it dry and fair. We sped through
the lakes in a couple of days and
soon found ourselves at Churchill
Dam and Chase Rapids.
This brings up the second
unusual part of this trip. We
upset, not one, but two canoes in
Chase Rapids. A record for me.
It is strange how these things go.
In any group there are people
who are very good at canoeing,
some not so good, some with
experience and some with none.

someone say, “Oop, oop, oop!”
followed by the sickening crack
of wood and fiberglass. Now, I
knew we were in trouble. No
way could we finish the trip with
10 people in three canoes, but my
first consideration was to get
turned around and make sure
everyone was OK and then
salvage the gear as we were fully
loaded at this point. Well, as it
turned out we saved everything
except some extra clothing and
some fishing gear. We got people
and equipment ashore and while
we were standing there deciding
what to do next we heard a
motor canoe coming up the river.
We hailed them and found out
they were looking for us because
they had seen our canoe float by.
By way of introduction later on
we found out that these people
were
Dr.
Toothacher,
a
veterinarian from Ellsworth, and
his son. They loaded our extra
people in their twenty foot canoe
and took them all to Chisolm
Brook campsite near Umsaskis
Lake where we planned to camp

and reorganize.
I had to get down Umsaskis to
ranger Don Cote’s camp to get
help in obtaining two canoes so
we could finish our trip. Dr.
Toothacher offered to motor me
down and I quickly accepted,
leaving my party to set up camp
and dry out. We found Don in his
camp and he was most anxious to
help. He radioed out and had a
call made to Kit Pelletier in St.
Francis to have two canoes
brought in. I had done business
with Kit before and knew he was
dependable and his word was
good.

This done, Don motored me
back to my camp where I dried
myself out and we prepared
supper.
It
had
not
rained
through all of this, but the wind
had come up and going across the
lake in a motor canoe was a
soaking experience, so I was as
wet as the people who had been
in the river.

Our replacement canoes came

Continued on next page

About all a leader can do is pair
up
the
best
possible com
binations, give them all the
instruction possible on flat water
and then hope for the best.
Wouldn’t you know it, the first
canoe to go over had the most
experienced boy in my group
paddling the stern. He was from
Michigan and had done a lot of
canoeing there
and
in the
Minnesota
Boundry
Waters
Canoe Area. Needless to say he
was very embarrassed. The
people I was really worried about
were somehow bouncing through
unscathed.
The canoe had to be aban
doned, so we salvaged what we
could, took the extra people in
our remaining canoes and con
tinued on to the bridge to pick up
our gear where the portage truck
had left it. We loaded up and
planned to finish the trip with
four canoes, rotating the extra
passenger positions so no one got
too many rump sores from sitting
in the bottom of a canoe. This
was not to be. A few miles
further down the river, just as I
had gone around a bend out of
sight of the other canoes I heard

Coastal Island
Bird Watching
Continued from previous page
to be found on the mainland.
Many are accessible by public
transportation. Each one has its
own special charm and beauty.
On each there are different
sights and sounds of nature to be
discovered.
Matinicus can be reached by
mail boat out of Rockland, 20
miles
offshore.
Remote,
seawashed, the eastern side is
rugged, the western side sloping
fields and meadows. Ancient
wharves and fish houses at the
harbor and the tranquility that
greets one as you walk the road
to “land’s end,” create a picture
of what life must be like all along
the Maine coast 100 years ago.
Outer Long Island is reached
by boat out of Bass Harbor. The
village of Frenchboro is on the
north side of the island, at Lunt

Harbor.
Beautiful trails and
beaches are there to be enjoyed.
The Cranberry Isles, off from
Mt. Desert, were named for the
wild cranberries that grow on
Big Cranberry. The islands can
be reached by boat either from
Northeast Harbor or Southwest
Harbor. Herring gulls and terns
breed here, and several books I
read said also the Leach’s Petrel,
which is usually found far out at
sea.
Island exploration is one of the
biggest pluses of sailing. But you
can do it, too, even if you do not
have a boat. So much beauty is
there, just for the seeking. Hope
you can share in some of the
pleasure this summer.

Margery Hall Johnson
15 Colonial Village
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Maine Fly Fishing
We offer two unique sporting camps, both
with a long history of great fishing. Trips are
limited to 16 people to ensure quiet, isolated
fishing that will bring you back again and
again. These fly-in trips are 2 to 7 days and
include all facilities and transportation.
See your travel agent, or call or write:

OVERLAND
ROLLS^ .
59 Beacon St...Boston, Mass. 02108
(617)742-6076
IM/WMA/r/ines
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Allagash Canoe Traffic Increases
The fishing on Moosehead
Lake has been excellent so far
this year with many fine salmon
ahd togue being taken. Good
catches have been reported from
the Greenville, Spencer Bay and
Rockwood areas.
The fishing has been out
standing on the Moose River
below Brassua Lake with several
salmon in the three to five pound
class reportedly caught in the
shallow rapids below Brassua
Dam. Well, it didn’t take long for
the word to get out that the river
was hot with several hard-core
fly casters wading in to try their
luck with streamers and nymphs.
The best fishing Moose River has
seen in several years.
Moosehead Lake has made a
tremendous comeback in recent
years with the salmon, smelt and
togue populations at very good
levels. The result of a fine
fisheries management program.
As summer moves on, fishing
techniques for Maine’s largest
lake have to change from light
tackle and streamers to some of
the heavier equipment such as
lead line and spinners. I find that
a good combination is a small to
medium Davis spinner on 18pound test lead line with a 30inch leader and a Mooselook
Wobbler or live bait sewed on
with either a single or treble
hook. A slow to medium trolling
speed will produce salmon and

Moosehead-Allagash
John Williard Jr.
Box 81, Rockwood 04478
habitat. This practice of using
chemicals and taking the inex
pensive way out with forest
management should be stopped
before it gets too popular. We
can't afford to gamble with our
forest environment.

♦♦♦

Richard Sparks and Barrie Brusila on the Moose
River above Brassua Lake. (John Willard photo}
togue. Occasionally, during the
summer season salmon will hit
surface lures and streamers, so it
does at times pay to troll one
surface
line.
As
September
nears, surface fishing will pick up
with mid to late September
fishing at it’s prime.

♦♦*

It looks like the spruce bud
worm spray program has had it’s
follies this year with a plane
down in Eagle Lake on the
Allagash
Waterway
and
a

High Schoolers
Down the Allagash
Continued from previous page
in late the following day so we
spent a second night on Umsaskis before we continued down
river. It is a nice feeling to know
there
are
people
like
Dr.
Toothacher and Don Cote around
the north country who are
willing to do all they can when
someone needs help. Some may
say Don was just doing his job as
ranger, but I can assure you that
his concern was more than just
doing his duty. Thanks again
Don and Dr. Toothacher.
Equipped with five canoes
again we continued our trip
without further incident. The
rain, which we later found out
had been falling all week back
home, finally reached us and the
boys found out what paddling
and camping in wet weather was
all about. We managed to stay

reasonably dry thanks to good
tents and a nice big tarp for the
kitchen area.
Two days of rain started the
river rising and there were fewer
and fewer rocks to dodge, even
though the group was getting
better and better at doing it. We
found Allagash Falls just a
frothing roar with the increased
flow of water. The quickened
flow of water also made the
paddle to Allagash Village almost
a free ride — a leisurely finish to
an interesting trip.
I’ve found through the years
that trips like this with a few
little troubles always seem to
make for the best memories.
When old friends get together
these are the experiences that
get talked about and relived. It
makes me wonder. Just what
makes for a “good trip?”

chemical spill in the Jackman
area. It is unfortunate that our
woods and waterways have to be
assaulted each year with a
program that has not done
anything except prolong the
epidemic. Many of the people
who have been working on the
spray program now admit that
all the spraying does is keep the
trees alive long enough to
harvest them. It is also very
likely
that
after
repeated
spraying,
the
budworm
is
developing a resistance to the
chemicals and in the future we
will have a super pest which will
be more difficult to manage. The
unfortunate part of the whole
thing is the fact that nobody can
really say what the - long term
effects of repeated spraying are
going to have on the ecology of
the area.
Even more dangerous are the
so-called
modern
forestry
techniques which use chemicals
to spray and kill hardwood
growth in favor of the softwood
species. These chemicals when
sprayed on a repeated basis
promise to destroy the diversity
of our woods, wildlife forage and

Canoeing activity
has
in
creased this year on the Allagash
Waterway
despite
the
gas
crunch, according to Eleanore
Deane, gate keeper at the Teios
gate. The St. John River has also
seen an increase in activity
according to the North Maine
Woods people, with the increase
mostly due to more Maine
residents using these areas.
More
Maine
people
are

discovering that they have a
great back yard to play in.
Some people claim that the
Allagash Waterway is no longer
a desirable trip because it is now
run as a state park, but I have
yet to have someone tell me that
they did not have a great time.
The area abounds with wildlife
and has good water levels for
canoeing through most of the
summer and early fall. The state
does a fine job managing this
beautiful area.
We have had a fine season for
canoeing and rafting in the
region so far with many of the
waterways holding good water
levels. All of the major water-

Continued on next page

Plan To Fish And Hunt Down East In Maine At

Chefs Camps on Big Lake
Grand Lake Stream Township P.O. Princeton, Maine 04668
Famous for its Bass and Landlocked Salmon
Also Trout, Perch, Pickerel
HOUSEKEEPING or AMERICAN PLAN
BOATS, MOTORS
GUIDES
NON-RESIDENT LICENSES
Open May 1 st to Nov. 30th
Rates and Folders on Request

Robert and Judy Miller, Prop.
Tel. [207] 796-5557 or 427-3826 Princeton

WILLOW BEACH CAMPS
China, Maine

China Lake

An American Plan Resort
Dining room open to public with good Maine
home cooked food. Fish for bass, salmon, brown
trout, togue. Boats & motors, canoes, sailboats for
rent. Tennis and other sport
N.W. Bailey, China, Me. 04926 — Tel. 968-2421

NOW TWO GREAT T-SHIRTS TO WEAR

The

Indian Store
Moosehead Lake
Greenville, Maine
Established 1927

•
•
•
•

Indian Handicraft
Moccasins
Baskets
Jewelry

YOUR BEST PORT BEFORE A STORM

Yes, you now have a choice of two designs to show the world you are a
MAINE SPORTSMAN
High quality T-Shirts for all the family. You pick the size & colors you
want
Colors

Deer

Trout

Color

Size

Youth

Adult

Quantity

White, Yellow, Orange,
Gold, Brown, Mint, Kelly,
L. Blue, Royal B., Navy,
Red, Grey, Black, Brown.
Note: Brown, Orange and
Kelly not avail. In Youth

sizes 2 - 4.

Sizes — Youth 2-4, 6-8,
10-12, 14-16. Adult 34-36,
38-40, 42-44, 46-48.

Please send me________Maine Sportsman T-Shirts at $5 each.
(Maine residents add 25£ sales tax for each shirt.) Allow 2 weeks for
delivery.

NAME

____________________________________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________________
__________________________________________ ZIP

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 365 Augusta, Maine 04330
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Saco Bay Hot For Action
Saltwater angling in Saco Bay
will reach its zenith this month
after a fruitful month of July.
Mackerel, school stripers and
occasional
blue
fish
kept
fishermen busy and pleased last
month. And if all goes as ex
pected action will continue to be
productive, if not more so this
month.
For years now the lower
stretches of the Saco River and
Saco Bay have been renowned as
a saltwater fisherman’s haven.
As early as the first of June
mackerel runs kindle the interest
of local hopefuls and as the
tourist anglers start to appear,
few tidal rivers receive the
pressure of the Saco. Nor do
many receive the devotion or

achieve the acclaim which is now
rightfully placed. Later, the
striped bass appear, followed
shortly by the blue fish and
through the months of June, July
and August the Saco offers
angling opportunities uncommon
in many Maine tidal rivers: when
action is hot it is a familiar sight
to see mackerel running up to 17
inches, bass hitting well over the
20 pound mark and blue fish
averaging around the 10 pound
size.
Like few other rivers along the
Maine coast the Saco today
continues to cover a consistant
population of seasonal angling.
While other estuaries fluctuate
in productivity from year to year
the Saco has a reputation of

cooperation. And anglers visiting
this area come with a knowledge
that they will go home satisfied if
they know what they are doing.
Along the five mile tidal
stretch below the twin cities of
Biddeford and Saco the angler
has available two launch sites;
one public and one private. On
what is known as the Ferry Road
in Saco there is Marston’s Marina
which
offers
launching and
docking facilities. And on the
Biddeford side about four miles
out of town on Route 9 there is
the public launch site at Mar
blehead.
July was a productive month
on the lower Saco and August
promises to follow suit. Ac
cording to veteran saltwater

Southern

Sebago
Al Raychard
69 Water St.
Saco 04072
angler Bob Boilard of Biddeford
the bay and river, too, is showing
a healthy amount of bait fish
which simply means action for
stripers and blues should be

Allagash Canoe Traffic Increases
Continued from previous page
sheds still have fine canoeing
waters except the St. John River
which
usually
runs
shallow
during
the
summer except
during an unusually wet year.
Last week some friends and I
took a day-trip down the Moose
River between Long Pond and
Brassua Lake where the fishing
and canoeing were excellent. The
rapids in this section of river can
be tricky at times but with some
good river reading they can be
run safely.
Occasionally, a story will come
out of the area which tells of old
time rum runners who, during
the prohibition days, would pick
up
their
precious
load
of
moonshine in the Attean Lake

area of Jackman after poling and
paddling their way up from
Moosehead Lake and proceed to
make the run back down in the
dead of night. One area resident
has told me of his father getting
hung up on a rock in the rapids
above Brassua Lake late one
night with his valuable load.
Rather than risk the cargo, he
pulled out a bottle and waited for
the early sun to show itself and
then continued on down to make
his delivery to thirsty tourists
and some area residents These
men knew their rivers.
The white water rafting people
have reported a fine season so far
this year and they expect an
excellent summer with good
water levels projected...a good

Fall Fishing In The Rangeley Region

CAMPS

• Native brook trout & land
locked salmon
• Kennebago River & Backin Ponds
• Guide & fly-in service
available
• Well
equipped
house
keeping
cottages
on
Rangeley Lake

Bob & Cecile Paradis, Oquossoc, Me. Tel. 864-5575

MERRYMEETING BAY
& surrounding area

Booking Now
Duck Hunting
\ Woodcock & Grouse Hunting
Day or Week
Large Camp Also Available
Joe Hyde—Reg. Maine Guide
Bowdoinham, Me. 04008
Tel. 207-666-5940

non-consumptive sport where
people can enjoy the beauty of
their
natural
surroundings
without destroying it.

***
Reports of moose sightings are
up this year with many people
spotting several moose in one
day. There are several areas
around the region where these
huge animals may be seen
regularly. Take a boat or canoe
and work your way up any one of
the
numerous
streams
and
brooks which enter Moosehead
Lake
and
you
are
almost
guaranteed to spot one feeding
on his favorite forage. A drive on
the Greenville road to Ripogenus
Dam or a drive from Greenville
through Rockwood to Jackman
will
also
give
you
good
possibilities. Don’t forget to
bring your camera.

♦*♦
Rockwood’s annual fourth of
July celebration went off well
this year with a good time for all
who participated in the log
rolling,
canoe
tilting,
canoe
racing, wood chopping and fly
casting events. The celebration
dates back many years to the old
logging days when all of the
woodsmen would come out of the
woods to show their skills and
blow off some steam. This year’s
events were dedicated to the late
George Robbins who was a
resident of this small Moosehead
Lake village. He passed away
this Spring and it was a great
loss to all who were fortunate
enough to have known him.
Moosehead
Lake
and
the
surrounding waterways, lakes
and mountains were dear to'
George and he put an extreme
effort into keeping these areas in
a wild and unpolluted state. I
consider myself fortunate to
have known him and he will
always have a special place in my
memory as well as in the history
of the region. I’m sure that

anyone
agree.

who knew

him

would

♦♦♦
While tourism is reportedly
falling off this year due to the
gasoline problem, some places in
the
region
have
reported
business close to normal. Some
camps and cottages are reporting
an increase in weekly and longer
stays than in the past. Perhaps
destination-orientated
vacationers are ready for a
comeback with people making an
effort to take one long drive from
home and stay put in the region
rather than driving to a different
place each night, thus saving fuel
and
relaxing
more.
One
Greenville lodge owner told me
of receiving a cancellation and
refilling it the same day. Back a
hundred years ago people had to
travel for days to get to the
region from the more populated
areas but they, none-the-less,
still came to enjoy the wild
beauty of Northwestern Maine.

♦♦♦
This column represents the
Moosehead-Allagash
region.
Therefore, in closing I would like
to invite comments and input
from people in the area for
possible . inclusion
in
future
columns. This will help me to
report more fully what is hap
pening in the region.

excellent this month. Thus far
the best bass to be found
weighed an even 26 pounds with
several others topping the scales
at, and just over the 22 pound
mark.
Mackerel are one of the most
sought after saltwater species in
Saco Bay. They are taken readily
on Mooselook Wobblers, but it
has now become quite popular
taking them on flies, especially
the attractor type patterns. The
old stand-by Mickey Finn pat
tern works well, but so do color
combinations of red and white
and orange and white and similar
white on a bright color assort
ments. The common “mackerel
rigs” take their share as well.
While it is a close race between
the striper and blue fish for
second most popular attraction
here, I would have to say the
bass takes the edge only because
they are more plentiful most of
the time, although when the
blues are in eight out of 10 boats
are rigged and seeking these
dynamic fighters.
Bluefish are taken on bright
colored
plugs
more
than
anything else, particularly those
painted bright yellow, green and
a combination thereof. Many
anglers here, however, prefer to
troll cut or whole mackerel,
which is often a productive
tactic.
Striped bass can be taken on
the popular surgical tubes or by
trolling sea worms.
An enthusiastic note here;
there has been several reports of
either coho or Atlantic salmon
sightings in the Saco River in
July as far upstream as Deering
Dam. Last year a number were
taken by gill netters out beyond

Continued on next page

THE GATEWAY
DINING, DANCING, COCKTAILS
AND COFFEE SHOP
JUST OFF 1-95
AT
JUNCTION 2-7-11-100

NEWPORT, MAINE
04953

3RD ANNUAL GIANT SPORTSMAN’S AUCTION
August 18-19, 1979 — 10 A.M.-3 P.M.
Gardiner Armory, Route 201, Gardiner — (Short way from Gardiner Toll & I-95 Exit)
Thousands of dollars in new sporting goods/Bows, arrows, complete outfits/Rods, reels, flies/New, used traps/Hand
carved fish-decoys/Boats, canoes, guns, (new, used & blackpowder kits), ammunition/Snowmobile, hiking, camping
equipment/Paintings/Many handtied flies/Used furniture, dishes, odds & ends/Hand loading equipment/Snow-

shoes/New household items, plants and on and on/Thousands of items.

FOOD TABLE — Homemade breads, brownies,
cookies, cakes, relish, jams,
jellies, preserves, pickles,
ACCEPTING DONATIONS
all made the Maine way.
UP TO AND ON
LUNCHES AVAILABLE
AUCTION DATE.
Benefit of: Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine
240 Hospital Street, Chelsea, Maine
Mail: P.O. BOX 2783, Augusta, Maine
Phone: 622-5503

ALL DONATIONS
ADVERTISED IN
SAM NEWS AND
AT AUCTION.
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Shotguns Only for Southern Maine?
Shotguns only in Southern
Maine?
Rifle
restrictions
throughout the state? Well, my
friends, it is only a matter of
time.
Many states already have the
laws on their books, including
our neighbor New Hampshire,
and our time is coming. If you
want to sit back and say it will
never happen, then you are
kidding yourself. You probably
also think all anti-hunters are in
other states and not here in your
backyard. But they are here and
getting more vocal everyday.
They will win this round by
starting in this end of the state
with a law stating something like
this: Hunting in the counties of
York and Cumberland will be
restricted to the use of shotguns
only up to and including 10
gauge.
Now, when they are successful
in our most populous counties,
how long do you think it will be
before restrictions on the rest of
the state are law?
Let’s back up a bit and give
you some of the ammo that the
anti-hunter has in his possession
to enact these laws.
1. Population
growth
in
Southern Maine has decreased
the amount of woodland and
fields to a point where hunters
are
shooting game
in
the
backyards of neighbors.
2. Consequently, more land is
being posted which in turn
compounds the problem. It is a
never ending circle.
3. With the largest deer herd
in the state, more and more
hunters are flocking to this area,
again compounding the problem.

Saco Bay Hot
For Action
Continued from previous page
the islands in the bay besides a
couple taken on rod and reel
above the dam. Perhaps, this is
an indication that the salmon
does indeed wish to return to the
Saco. But I fear it will be a few
years yet before salmon reach
acceptable proportions, if they

4. When the state, and they
will, closes or shortens the
season in Northern Maine to
protect diminishing deer herds,
they will put more pressure on
Southern Maine.
5. Our
neighboring states,
especially New Hampshire, will
this year inadvertently send
more hunters to Maine by
shortening their season up north
to eight days. (Southern counties
of New Hampshire should be
overflowing with hunters this fall
because of this law change).
6. With the population ex
plosion in this area, come more
people from cities who never
have and don’t care to hunt; the
Bambi Lovers who do not un
derstand what hunting really is.
These new friends are our
biggest enemies to hunting. We
must educate these people by
getting them into our fish and
game clubs.
7. This is probably the most
important piece of ammo the
anti-hunter has, any law change
concerning hunting and fishing
does not have to go to vote. The
commissioner can close any area
to hunting or restrict any area he
chooses just by himself.
Now if enough pressure is
brought to bear upon him then so
be it, it is law. A particular case
here in my area is Gerrish Island
in Kittery Point. Excellent deer
hunting with a huge herd on this
small island. Now because of the
few
residents
complaints,
justifiable or not, shotguns only.
Recently the Chief of Police in

Eliot, Carl Vittum, told me he
has talked to the Police Chief in
Kittery
about closing some
coastal areas to hunting dnd
making them a game preserve, if
the state will okay it, and making
the rest of the area shotgun only.
His reasoning, and very logical,
too many people living in this

area.
Sportsmen, don’t sit back and
wait, consult your represen
tatives and let the new com
missioner know your feelings
before it is too late. Once size
restrictions are law in this part of
the state, the door will be open
for any and all forms of gun
control throughout the state.

***
At the recent meeting of the
Southern Maine Fish and Game
Club, the following were selected
to attend the Maine Sportsmen
Junior Conservation Camp at
Branch Lake in Ellsworth in
August:
Scott Hooper,
Lori
Warren, and alternate Sheri
Greenlee.
Congratulations
to
these youngsters and anyone
who has ever been there knows,
they certainly are well educated
when they return home.

York County Report
Wayne C. Hooper
50 State St.,
Eliot 03903
polluted spawning grounds.
At this time work is being
done to clean up the spawning
grounds and some states are
enacting laws on length limits
and numbers of fish you can
keep.
In this area, a length limit

MAINE’S BEST FISHING
Moose River and Moosehead Lake Region

Salmon-Trout-Togue
Housekeeping Cottages-Trailer Sites-Tenting
Rooms-Seasonal Trailer Rates

♦♦♦
Striped bass are disappearing
along the southern coast of
Maine and New Hampshire.
Each year less of these fine
fighting fish are showing up in
our coastal waterways. The
reasons given for their demise
are
tremendously
increased
fishing pressure and heavily

Excellent BASS Fishing
LAKESIDE HAVEN Motel and Cottages
No Pets

Lake Cobbossecontee
Route 202
__\/Vinthrop, Maine 04364 _ _
207-395-4466

M

Woody and Elsie Martin, Rockwood, Maine

Dory & Bud Williams

(207] 243-2930

CARRYING PLACE
Sporting Camps on Pierce Pond Stream
Pond & stream fishing for salmon & trout
Hunting for partridge, deer, & bear
Hiking — Vacations
American Plan Only
Fine food our specialty
Boat rentals on Pierce Pond
Lunch & Dinner by reservation

P.O. BOX 315

BINGHAM, MAINE 04920

JUST

CHEVROLET

PLAIN

Authorized Dealers

ever do, considering the still

GOOD

,nc

current pollution problems in the
river and absence of fishways.

♦♦♦
The production of Sebago
slowed considerably in late July,
but this was expected and
anglers
should
not
be too
alarmed; the fish taken this
month will be hard coming, so
fishermen should be prepared.
July did, however, produce
some excellent fish as I am sure
August will do to the patient
angler. Last year’s record togue
of slightly more than 10 pounds
has been beaten by Harry Jessen
and George Carter, both non
resident anglers
from
Con
necticut who brought in an
example weighing 11-pounds, 14ounces. A laker weighing an
even 11 pounds has also been
recorded as well as a couple
averaging right around the 9 and
10 pound mark.
Thus far the largest salmon
this writer is aware of hit the
scales at 6-pounds, 6-ounces. But
there has been several right
around and just over the five
pound line.
As mention earlier, produc
tivity
for
salmon
will
un
doubtedly be slower than many
of us would like this month. But
by adding a little weight to our
lines we should continue to pick
up some salmon and togue near
the Camel’s Pasture and in the
area of the Great Shoals; off the
Northwest
River
has
been
productive as well.

would be an excellent idea, as to
limiting the number caught, that
so far has not been a problem as
most fishermen are not getting
into any heavy concentrations of
fish. I’ll keep you posted as to the
rise or decline of stripers in this
area.

Maine’s most unique open-air
seafood restaurant and market
Open Daily — Year Round

Coastal Rt. 1
near Wiscasset Bridge

AROOSTOOK
COUNTY
&
Bear Mountain
Lodge
Smyrna Mills, Me. 04780 Tel. 207-528-2124.
Located 12 miles north of Patten, Maine on scenic Route 11.
Housekeeping cabins available for bear hunters, fishermen,
and vacationers from May thru October. One cabin located
on beautiful Rockabema Lake.
Bear Hunts — May-October — Fishing — May thru
September — Grouse & Woodcock Hunting — October —
Deer & Bear (Archery) — October — Deer & Bear (Rifle) —
November.
Accommodationsand guides available for moose hunting in
September - 1980.

All cabins fully equipped for any size party. Brochure and
references on icnuest.

CARROLL P. GEROW
Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter

PONTIAC

DEALS!

We’ve got a yard full
of Chevy trucks and

you’re in the driver’s seat!!!
All colors . .. Most models
ALL YOURS FOR

JUST 5%

Over

Dealer Cost
While They Last!

Talk to Our Truck Specialists
Today . . . They’ll give you

a deal that other dealers
only talk about!!!

MORTON MOTOR CO.
Wilton Road

Farmington, Maine

778-3354
REMEMBER: Nearly Everyone Likes Morton’s Service
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CRONK'S
Giant Pre-Season Hunting & Trapping Equipment Sale
August 20 thru 25, 1979 only — Hours 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This sale does not apply to mail orders — Good at store only
We are entering the biggest trapping
season in the history of this nation. You
can be a part of this successful fur sea
son if you’re fully prepared and have
the right lures, baits and other neces
sary equipment. We are offering this
pre-season sale so you can enter the
business of successful trapping. Be
your own boss this fall and winter and
make it pay — many others are doing it.
The Arnold & Cronk trapping lures
are used in every country where trap
ping is done. Professional trappers de
pend on our lures each year to make
their living. Oscar Cronk is a profes
sional trapper who makes his living
from trapping, hunting, making animal
lures from weasel to bear, deer lures,
and dog training and breaking scents.
The fox and coyote urines we sell are
the finest in the east. Recent tests have
proven our fox urine is so strong that

Oscar Cronk with Hollis and two
wildcats they tracked down in the
Allagash.

one application on a scent post will
bring the foxes back several times. This
is the strength we used to get years
ago, you’ll have to try it to believe it.
Allays fear and makes the fox come to
the set unafraid.

Oscar Cronk tests lures, supplies and
traps from coastal Maine to the wilds of
the Allagash. The “Cronk Outdoor
Test,” is your assurance of buying the
best. Oscar will be here all day on AU
GUST 25th to talk trapping, hounds
and give helpful information on run
ning a successful trapline. Oscar says
he will pay a good price for serviceable
used traps, also any size beartraps. He
will buy any old trapping magazine,
catalogs, anything pertaining to trap
ping.
Oscar Cronk is a houndsman as well
as a trapper. Cronk’s is the headquar

Oscar Cronk loaded down with a day’s
catch of mink, otter and muskrat.

Cronk’s Calls and Gland Lures
These lures have become famous across the fur lands of
America. Only top quality ingredients go into their making.
Every bottle postpaid.
Fox 3. mating ........................... $2.50
Otter, liquid .............................. $2.50
Fox 4, winter ............................ $2.50
Beaver 1. heavy type .............. $2.50
Bobcat 1, all season .............. $2.50
Beaver 2. liquid ........................ $2.50
Bobcat 2, fall ............................ $2.50
Muskrat 1, liquid .... ................ $2.50
Bobcat 3, land .......................... $2.50
Muskrat 2, paste type ............ $2.50
Bobcat 4, late fall/winter....... $2.50
Muskrat 3, late fall .................. $2.50
Mink 1, all season ................... $2.50
All Fur Calls, for all
Mink 2, fall & winter ............... $2.50
animals ................................... $2.75
Otter, all season ...................... $2.50
Fisher 1, liquid, with
Coyote 1, gland lure ............... $2.50
skunk essence ..................... $3.00
Coyote 2, food & curiosity .... $2.50
Fisher 2, heavy type with
Coyote 3, mating..................... $2.50
skunk essence ..................... $3.00
Coyote 4, winter...................... $2.50
Raccoon 1, all season ........... $2.50
Allagash Fur Call, with skunk
Raccoon 2, fall & winter........ $2.50
essence, all animals
Fox 1, gland lure..................... $2.50
all season .......................... $3.00
Fox 2, fall & winter ................. $2.50
Add 4 ozs. shp. wt. for ea. bottle.

HUNTERS
EAR
The latest in outdoor equipment. Designed to hear sounds and
noises that go far beyond the human ear. Put on the ear phones and
listen to your hounds chase a bear, 'coon or bobcat. When your legs
can’t keep up in the race. Trappers — locate animals on drags
quickly, device will pick up the rattle of a chain 100 yards away. Hear
ducks winging their way towards you before they’re in sight. If you
have a sound problem, the Hunters Ear, (is here to hear). Hundreds
of uses in work, play or industry. Guaranteed against defective
workmanship.
Price per unit $125.00

GOOD-BYE
MOUNTAIN MAN

Send
All Orders
to:

A large black bear securely held in an
Aldrich Cable Trap.

are thoroughly tested and guaranteed
to stand up under hunting and trapping
conditions.
Take advantage of our pre-season
sale. You’ll be getting a double dis
count. This sale is just before new
catalog prices become effective, plus a
minimum discount of 10% on all items
and many items have even higher dis
counts.
This sale is only good at the store on
the above dates. It does not apply to
mail order. Customers order from this
ad by mail please add postage and
sales tax. Send For Free Catalog.

Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies
Gardiner Road, Dept. 1095
Wiscasset, Maine 04578

Telephone (207) 882-7032

Oscar Cronk with a day’s catch of beaver
taken deep in the wilds of Northern
Maine.

CRONK’S LIQUID
FOX & COYOTE BAIT

CRONK’S
LOGWOOD
DYE

This is highly attractive to fox, coyote and is very easy to use. Use
half teaspoon to each set, will give out odor in freezing weather.

Shp. Wt. 6 Ozs. Per Jar $2.50

CRONK’S FOX & COYOTE BAIT
Take advantage of the fox and coyote's curiosity and hungry
stomach. Made of choice animal meats, aged just right. A must for
the fox and coyote trapper.
Shp. Wt. 1 lb. Per Jar $3.50

RED FOX
URINE
The best known human odor eraser
that's possible to use. We believe our urine is the
best on the market. I use a preservative that holds the foxy smell yet
still retains the natural odor months later if you haven’t used it.
Professionals use fox urine by the gallon.
4 ozs............................................. 8 ozs. Shp. Wt. $ 2.50
Pint.............................................. 2 lbs. Shp. Wt. $ 6.50
Quart .......................................... 4 lbs. Shp. Wt. $ 8.75
Gallon ....................................... 10 lbs. Shp. Wt. $24.50

NYLON SAFETY
COLLAR
A great new collar for the hunting dog. Has roll loop at the back of the neck and
no “D” ring to catch on bushes or fences. Made of double thick 3,500 pound
test 1 ” wide nylon webbing. A good looking extra strong collar guaranteed to
last the life of any dog.
Color: BLAZE ORANGE. Sizes 18”, 20”, 22 ”, 24”, 26”
Price $4.50
No NW20 Shipping wt. 6 oz.

CRONK’S SCIENTIFIC
RACCOON TRAPPING

By Donald “Jack” Anderson
A treasury of stories about the last of our famous
mountain men who walked and left their marks in
this 20th century. Jack Anderson uses his home
spun style to bring back 3 of the immortals, Walter
Arnold, E.J. Dailey, and V.E. “Wildcat’’ Lynch.
Learn how Walter Arnold solved the energy crisis. See the photo
graph of Susie and Whitetail Deer in his remote wilderness cabin.
E.J. Dailey never worked a day in his life for anyone. Learn how he
did it. He also reveals a clue to a secret cache of traps that he left in
the Adirondack Mountains. V.E. Lynch had a band of trappers
working for him in the same style as Kit Carson. Learn how he got
the nickname of “Wildcat.” Tells how to organize a trapline and
gives scent formulas that work. The old fur trader, digging ginseng
and old Snakeroots secret wildcraft. 112 pages tightly woven into
12 action packed chapters. Soft Covers, nicely illustrated. Postage
and handling — 30c. Price $3.50.

ters for many of the leading dog men in
New England. We welcome all houndsmen to stop and pick up their supplies
during this pre-season sale. We stock
good rugged equipment for beagles,
fox, coon, cat, bear and bird dogs. Our
training and breaking scents are used
throughout America.
If you have a hound you want to sell
bring him down on the 25th and there’s
a good chance there will be someone
here looking for a dog. If you’re looking
to buy a hound this is the place to be.
Give us a call ahead of time if you’re
planning on bringing any hounds to
sell and we can tell those looking to buy
what kinds of dogs will be here.
We have the latest in trapping and
hunting equipment. We have a good
supply of the Aldrich Cable Bear Traps,
a good stock of Blake & Lamb, Victor
and Oneida steel traps. Our supplies

By Oscar Cronk
The latest and most complete course on
raccoon trapping today. This book is big
ger than most general trapping books that
cover all animals. Over 79 pages and 19
chapters crammed full of practical work
ing information. Separate chapters cov
ering habits-prospecting-traps and how to
care for them-running and organizing a workable trapline-trap thief and thief
proof sets. Over 20 water, dry, and killer sets. Guide and stepping sticks, lures,
baits and pre-baiting. A complete chapter on skinning, fleshing and drying
with professional photos showing how. This chapter is the most complete on
taking care of coon on the market today. Over 50 professional line drawings
and photos showing how things are done. Oscar Cronk is a real professional
trapper that has learned the trapping trade right out on long hard working
traplines. He has held nothing back. Raccoon pelts are high and this book will
show any beginner how to catch 50 to 100 or more pelts in a ahort period of
time.

*ACW0*

Satisfaction guaranteed

Dealer inquiries Invited

Postpaid $5.00

The best trap dye known, as it contains only natural wood odor, a
necessity for trappers of elusive animals. One pound will dye three
dozen No. 2 traps a deep blue-black or a larger number a lighter
blue. This does a better job than the chips, also saves you money.
Please add 2 lbs. shipping weight for each pound. Per Pound $2.00

ALDRICH
CABLE
TRAP
Black Bear, Cougar
and Wolf Size
Safe humane snare type trap for the above men
tioned animals. Throws a 3/16” cable loop 421/2” in
circumference. Legal in Maine. Check your own
state of province for your law.
Shipping wt. per complete cable trap 4 lbs. Not
postpaid. Price $20.00 ea.

TRAPPING WITH
GREAT TRAPPERS
by Donald “Jack” Anderson

A new all trappers book written
by the trapper-writer Jack An
derson. Tells all about the his
toric fur trade from Lewis & Clark
to the present fur boom. The names of Dailey, Thompson,
Lynch, Arnold, Wallace and Cronk are familiar to trappers
across America. These men as well as several Maine trap
pers are mentioned in this book. One chapter revealing the
tricks of famous trappers tells how water traplines and far
northern traplines are run. Tells about Maine’s pioneer
scent maker in the late 1890’s. A chapter in regards to
Alaska’s Congressman Don Young and how he feels about
trapping. It ends up with a heartwarming chapter on tomor
row’s great trappers and what’s expected from them. Con
tains 8 chapters that are action packed throughout the 72
pages. Soft covers, many pictures of famous trappers and
trapping illustrations.
Postage and handling .50
Price $3.50

CRONK'S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Dept. 1095, Wiscasset, Maine 04578

with

Tel.

882-7032
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Road Opens Access to Duck Lake
DOWN EAST REPORT
Sherwood Chandler, Machias 04654

Downeast writer Sherwood Chandler,
landlocks taken on the same streamer.

For many years I had excellent
salmon fishing on a lake in a
remote part of Hancock County.
The name of this lake is Duck
Lake. In order to reach this lake,
you had to leave Rte. 9 by the
Forest Ranger Station and travel
North, crossing the stud mill
road and go in by Deer Lake.
The last six miles of this
sojourn, had to be traveled in
first gear at a very low rate of
speed. The road was really
terrible. Mud holes had to be
corduroyed, bridges rebuilt and
it was occasionally necessary to
use chains. The roadside had
many mufflers and tailpipes

with two

attesting to the careless driver.
The road that came in the other
way from Springfield, was in
similar condition.
The State of Maine maintained
a campsite here consisting of
tables, fireplaces, restrooms and
table canopies. I have never seen
this area completely filled at any
time.
Some of the fishing parties
have been coming to this lake for
over 20 years. The lack of easy
accessibility has kept this ex
cellent salmon lake, producing
well year after year. The lake
has an excellent smelt run with
two feeder streams. It also

produces some very large togue
and also an occasional trout.
I had considered this lake
fairly remote with limited ac
cessibility. Well — no more!
This
summer
the
Maine
National Guard has spent a week
on the road, working 24 hours a
day, replacing culverts, moving
rocks and grading. This is the
beginning of the end for another
great landlocked salmon lake.
The lake has never been high
on
the
stocking list.
Ap
proximately 1,200, four to six
inch fish have been put in this
lake each year for the last five
years. These fish, combined with
the native growth, seemed to be
sufficient. Now, with the extra
month for ice fishing and the new
easy access for open water
fishing, the fishing will decline.
I believe, if we have ponds and
lakes that are remote, we should
strive to keep them that way.
Sometimes I do not understand
the reasoning that takes place in
Augusta.
* * *

Let’s talk about the Lottery
for the 1980 moose season. Some
of the comments I’m hearing
down here in Washington County
indicate to me that the lottery
system is not going to work.

Kennebec River
Conference Slated
The

Con

River

Kennebec

ference sponsored by the Natural

Resources Council of Maine and

the

Environmental

Agency

is

an

Protection

opportunity

to

explore river resource as they
are in the

were in the past,

present, and hopefully will be in

the future.

species with the striped bass
gaining
dominance
below

issue

guided nature walks.

of

modifying

Con

man-made
the

August 17 — Colby College,

return of anadromous fish. It is
estimated that the Kennebec and

Runnals Union - 8:30 a.m. -

obstacles

to

encourage

its tributaries have the potential

8:00 p.m.

—

Morning and af

ternoon workshops and panel
discussions on: water quality,

consider

that

the

River

the

21st

for producing 16 million pounds

largest river in the world, you
will immediately realize that we

of alewives, between 500,000 and
1,000,000 pounds of smelt and

energy,
potential,
shoreland
zoning, anadromous fish, rare

have a resource that many
nations can only envy. Due to the
combined effort of industry,

500,000 pounds of shad per year.
The Maine Department of Inland

more. — Lunch — Banquet —

Fisheries and Wildlife estimated
that
there
is
a
potential

Slide Presentation
August 18 — Kennebec River

Festival

you

If

Kennebec

municipal

is

and

governments

water

13,722,550
square yards of
Atlantic Salmon Nursery area in
the
Kennebec
Drainage.

quality. The Kennebec is once

Whether it is advisable to even

again a viable and productive

attempt to realize this potential
is one of the many issues to be
discussed at the Kennebec River

concerned citizens groups,

we

have witnessed a reversal in the

downward

trend

of

eco-system.
The Merrymeeting Bay area
alone supports 122 species of
birds. Waterfowl hunting in this

area is reputed to be among the
finest in the State of Maine.
Even

prior to the

1976 mass

clean-up pf the Kennebec River,

Merrymeeting Bay averaged 2.4
birds

per

man-day

while

the

State average was 2.1 per manday. The major hunting species

are

black

duck,

Fishing enthusiasts look to the
Kennebec for outstanding sport
fishing. In the spring of this year

landlocked

salmon

were

stocked in Wyman Lake while
the

Wyman/Bingham

received

13,400

Madison

small

August marks the end of
stream fishing for this year.
When the 15th rolls around, I
always have a touch of nostalgia
and regret. Knowing that it is all
over for another year, I always
feel there are so many spots I
didn’t get to.
The snap of an alder on a
tender ear, the wet feet and the
buzz of a crotch-tail will help
make the winter a little shorter.
The spots to fish these last few
days are the spring holes on your
favorite stream. If you are
traveling down Route 9, you
have Mopang, Crooked River
and Old Stream — all good
streams for trout. All three of
these streams can be fished with

eagle

restoration

and

— Canoe Trip on the

Kennebec — Merrymeeting Bay
Boat Ride — Bluegrass Music.
For further information

pre-registration
NRCM,

335

materials,
Water

and

call

Street,

Augusta, Maine (622-3101).

Complete
(adj.)
1. Lacking no component part; -Full; whole; entire
2. thorough 3. for example, a store that has everything
for the mariner, power or sail, is said to be "complete”

At Chase-Leavitt we've
been serving mariners for
over 100 years. Which .
means we know our
business, and that means
we know your business.
Inside and out. So whether
you put to sea for pleasure
or profit, under sail or

under power, stop by our
store the next time you’re
in port. We’re Maine’s
only complete marine
store. Complete. As in
"lacking no component >
part; full; whole;
entire.”

• Marine engines — sales and
service
• Maine’s official USCG approved
inspection station for life rafts
and inflatables
• Northern New England’s largest
and most complete inventory of
charts and navigational supplies
• Yacht hardware
• Yacht surveys

AMMUNITION

green-winged

teal and blue-winged teal.

3,250

plants,

Big John Downriggers
Ray Jefferson Fish Finders
Fresh & Salt Water Tackle
I RELOADING SUPPLIES
|

*♦

this spring. The latest count on
the Narraguagus is 51. This is
way
below
last year
and
probably won’t improve. Phil
Harriman of Cherryfield, feels
that the fish just didn’t come in
this year. Conditions for the
most part on this, the largest
producer of Atlantic salmon of all
the Downeast rivers, have been
ideal. The Dennys count is 16,
the Pleasant 8, East Machias 11.
Machias River count is anyone’s
guess, but I would estimate 20.
While talking with Phil, we
were discussing the lack of fish
being registered on the Machias
River. He said, “It would be a
good idea to make it mandatory
that all Atlantic salmon be
registered.” This would certainly
be helpful to the biologists and I
cannot see why any salmon
fisherman would be against it.
The mackerel are in at Cutler
and Eastport harbors. Go try
them!
The
rabbit
population
is
certainly up this year. The
coyotes must surely be happy.
I got my first double on landlock salmon recently. The two
fish weighed just a bit over six
pounds. The 3Vz pound fish hit a
tandem Supervisor and the 2pound 9-ounce fish hit one of
Alden MacDonald’s creations.
They
must
have
hit
simultaneously as I thought I had
a fish that would make “The One
That Didn’t Get Away” Club!
Len Bowles of Lexington, Mass.,
ably netted both fish. I was about
10 minutes landing both fish and
three times they jumped in
unison. One of my summer high
spots!!

Conference.

ference will be addressing the

River

I
mistrust
lotteries.
Con
ceivably, every permit holder
could come from one area. I
would not be surprised to see the
next
Legislature
repeal
the
present moose bill!

a canoe.
Atlantic salmon have been
scarce on the Downeast rivers

August 16 — The Kennebec
River — Tour and explore the
Kennebec: Rafting trips, in
dustrial tours, historic tours,

Augusta.
The Kennebec

For example: A hunter living
in the open zone enters the
lottery but does not win. He then
has to watch hunters from other
areas come in and kill a moose.
This (in my opinion) will create a
lot of hard feelings. To me,
another important point is, with
the moose season coming before
the deer season, this will put a
lot of men with rifles into the
woods. This will tend to spook
the deer of the area thus making
it much more difficult to put
venison on the table.

area

trout.

Below

and

large

mouthed bass are the dominant

NEW & USED GUNS
Buy — Sell — Trade

NILSON'S
SPORTING GOODS
426 Main Ave., Hallowell, Maine

622-0994,

Chase-Leavitt

Maine's only complete marine store
Located at 10 Dana Street on the
Portland Waterfront. Tel. (207) 772-7989
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Stories of the Kennebec Gorge
Having just moved to the
Forks on the Kennebec and Dead
Rivers
from
Rockwood
on
Moosehead Lake I am struck
with
how
both
areas
are
dominated
by
the
physical
geography of the land. In Rock
wood
it
was
the
lake,
Moosehead,
was
a
part of
everyone’s life. In the Forks it is
the rivers. There is no reason for
the Forks and West Forks to
exist except that it is the con
fluence of the Dead and Ken
nebec. The Dead River is one of
the best whitewater canoe rivers
in the country. The national
whitewater canoe championships
have been held here in the past
and probably will be again in the
future. The Kennebec gorge is
something unto itself, it is the
biggest, longest river gorge in
New
England
and
attracts
thousands of people to the area
each summer to take a trip
through it on large whitewater
rafts that are operated by
various outfitters in the area.
The stories of the Kennebec
Gorge are legend and many of
the older men in the area made

their living on the river during
the log drives. Burt Morris can
tell you stories of how they used
to come down from Harris
Station in wooden bateaus. He
can describe in detail the day he
and two men swamped their boat
on the “Three Sisters” and were
swept out of control down the
narrow rock gorge that is called
the “Alley Way.” One of the men
panicked and tried to jump to
shore on a rock but was sucked
out into the middle of the river
and finally went into a huge hole.
Bert called it a whirlpool. “That
was the end of him”, Bert said.
“He went under and never came
up.” “He should have stayed in
the boat. We never wore life
jackets in those days.”
“You didn’t wear life jackets?”
I asked him again.
“Nope, worked on the river all
my life, no one ever wore life
jackets.”
I looked at him, Bert is over 80
years old; it is difficult for me to
believe that anyone could have
worked on the Kennebec without
a life jacket year after year and
still be here. He wasn’t lying

TROUT-SALMON-TOGUE

WILSONS ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE
Comfortable, reasonably priced, well equipped housekeep
ing cabins. Located on the shore of Maine’s largest lake at
the East Outlet of the Kennebec River. The outlet dam is a
favorite of fly fishermen right through the fall. Docking and
launching free of charge to our guests. Boat rental, bait and
tackle shop, licenses.

207-695-2549
Ron and Jane Fowler
Greenville Jet., Maine 04442

—L L Bean—\

A Visit to Bean’s!
Don’t leave for home
without it.

though. It is a fact. Look at any
old logging picture. A set of
greens, hat, suspenders and pair
of boots. The river claimed its
fair share of them though, and
only the lucky and able survived.
It is easy to understand the
stoic hardness of these old men.
A couple of dollars a day, back
breaking work from sunup till
sundown and damn poor odds
you’d live to a ripe old age. So
much change in just a few
decades.
Today we run the Kennebec
gorge in large whitewater rafts.
Everyone
wears
specially
designed life jackets and still we
are thrilled and nervous, the
question is always there, “Will
we make it?” We think we are
adventurous doing something
that is new and different. Then I
think about Bert Morris and men
like him who were running the
Kennebec gorge before I was
even born, and doing it in
wooden boats in little more than
their underwear.
George Demko used to guide
on the river. At one time he was
a guide for “Gadabout Gaddis”.
“You wouldn’t believe the
fishing before the dams”, he told
me. “Big fish and lots of them.
Year after year it was always the
same; big limits and you could fill
it day after day and never hurt
the fishing. The dams hurt the
fishing
though
and
people
stopped coming to fish the river.
I want to tell you something
though. The Kennebec River is
still one of the very best fishing
rivers in the state. Most of the
river never gets fished today
though, only a few locals and a
handful of downstate fishermen
know how good it still is. The
secret is in fishing early in the
morning and late in the afternoon
after they close up the dams.
You’ve got to know the pools and
deep holes that hold the fish on
low water. It’s a waste of time to
fish it on high water.”
Carol York told me the same
thing. He packed in over the 4th
of July and said he caught 13
salmon on almost as many casts
in one pool. He released all but
one fish.
“I doubt that anyone else will
fish that pool on low water all

Fish & Wildlife
Gains Islands

L.L. Bean, Inc.
Located on Rte 1, Freeport
Only 20 minutes from Portland
Open 24 Hours a D^y 365 Days a Year
Outdoor Sporting Specialties

A
co-operative
agreement
between the Maine Fish and
Wildlife Dept, and the Maine
Dept,
of Conservation
has
resulted in the transfer of more
than 180 coastal islands to Fish
and Wildlife Dept, ownership
and management.
The agreement, effective April
9,1979, brings to 218 the number
of islands currently comprising
the Coast of Maine Wildlife
Management Area. This WMA,
the newest one established by
the Department, consists of
islands deemed valuable habitat
for nesting seabirds. The original
list contained 30 islands, and the
new agreement adds 188 more,
most of which are less than four
acres in size.
Regulations established by the
Fish and Wildlife Dept, con
cerning public use of the islands
are few. All are closed to the
public from May 1 to July 15 each
year — the prime nesting season
for seabirds. No camping or open
fires are allowed at any time,
but,
where
no
specific
regulations exist, the islands will
be open to hunting and trapping
under
the
state’s
general
regulations.

Upper
Kennebec
Valley
Wayne Hockmeyer
Box 100, The Forks 04985
summer,” he told me. I know he
is probably right because I know
the pool and in four years of
running the gorge in a kayak I
have never seen a fisherman.
NO, I can’t say where the pool is
because Carol wouldn’t exactly
appreciate my inviting the world
to his secret spot. I can tell you
its between Indian Pond and the
Forks and that there is far more
than one good pool in that section
of river.
The Kennebec gorge is being
threatened with a new dam. The
dam would be built where cold
stream enters the Kennebec
about four miles North of the
Forks.
It
would completely
destroy the Kennebec gorge and
create a narrow dead water lake
about 8 miles long all the way
back to Harris Station. It would

be the end of the fishing and the
most
beautiful,
awesome
whitewater river in the Nor
theast. It would create very little
power. It would not solve our
energy
problems.
It
would
simply destroy one of Maine’s

greatest natural resources and
wreck greatly the local economy.
It would be done in the name oi
progress. Progress to what, for
what? To light up some more
neon signs, run some more
electric can openers?
When will man realize that he
has
no
right
to
destroy
everything on this earth in the
name of progress?
People interested in helping to
protect the Kennebec River
should write to “Save Our Maine
Rivers,” P.O. Box 50, The Forks,
Maine 04985.

BAIT RETAIL
Shiners, Sucker & Frozen Smelts
Nightcrawlers - Angleworms

Complete Line off Fly Tying Materials
Bulk Feathers, Tools & Accessories
Topographical & Depth Maps
Rod Repair, Nets, Fishing Tackle

And Yarns For The Ladies

DAG’S BAIT SHOP
comer of Minot & Towle, Auburn
open 4:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. — 7 days
Tel. 207-783-0388

Deer — Bear
Hunting has been excellent
for Trophy Deer and Bear
in the Large Wilderness
Area around Sebec Lake
With the change in boundary we can now take hun
ters for the Northern and Southern Deer Hunting
Season.
Packards Camps
Burt and Jerry Packard
Sebec Lake, Maine 04482
Tel. [207] 997-3300”

BRUNSWICK GUN SHOP
31 Bath Road, Brunswick, Maine 04011
[207] 729-8322

ANTIQUE & MODERN
Bought, Sold, Traded, Repaired, & Appraised

Ammo, Reloading Tools, & Components
Complete Black Powder Gun and
Gun Kit Selection and All Supplies

Your gun cleaned, bore scoped, and checked over. TRI-FLON
treatment also available.
We enjoy helping our customers. Each one is someone special.
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Schoodic Mountain: Choice Hiking
Schoodic Mountain, located in
township 9SD, presides over the
Schoodic Peninsula, offering
panoramas in all directions from
its bald summit. The total
distance of the hike is between
five and six miles round trip, and
the walking time is about four
hours, not counting lunch and
nap. The vertical rise is 1,150
feet, the highest in the Schoodic
area, but not so high compared to
the Appalachians further west in
the state. To enhance your hike,
it’s fun to take along a USGS 15’
Tunk Lake Quadrangle map, for
identifying landmarks around
you.
The trail begins in Franklin on
Maine Route 200. Drive US 1
north from Ellsworth to Sullivan,
turn northeast onto Me. 200, and

drive 3.7 miles to two small
bridges, where two creeks flow
into a tidal marsh that extends
inland from Hog Bay. Park in a
space north of the north (second)
bridge.
The trailhead to Schoodic
Mountain starts east between
the two bridges, heads uphill for
.1 mile and turns to dirt as it
bears left onto a fire road. From
here you walk .5 mile on the road
beside hilly, rocky pasture land
with views to the left of the
mountain with its radio tower.
At .5 mile, the road leaves the
pasture and crosses a small
brook (last sure water) and
continues through steeple bush
and meadow sweet, gradually
rising to the south.
As you enter mixed spruce,

MIKE MEAGHER
GUNS—GUNS

Old Brunswick Rd.
Richmond

737-2637

Lake Regions
Fishing Headquarters
Topo Maps
Non-Resident Fishing Licenses
Largest Selection Hand Tied Flies in Maine
Live Bait

GUNS
Buy — Sell — Trade
Largest Selection in Western Maine

SPORTSMANS
Exchange
72 Main St Bridgton, Maine 647-3763
Lake Region's Most Complete Sporting Goods Outfitters

•
•
•
•
•

RENTALS
SALES
SERVICE
STORAGE
SNACK BAR and Groceries

Kezar Lake Marina

Narrows Bridge
Lovell, Maine 04051
Appalachian Canoes
Glastron Boats
Fishing Tackle
Tel[207]925-3000 „ A
.
_
_
Now Arctic Cat
open 7 Days Snowmobile Dealer

Wanderlust
Cloe Catlett
North Leeds, Maine 04263
birch, beech and oak, notice on
the ground blueberries, which
blossom in June and fruit in
August. Closer to the ground you
will see partridge berry, a
ground cover with small shiny
dark green leaves, with tiny
white or pinkish flowers in
spring and red berries in late
summer and fall. Notice, too, the
wild strawberries with their
three serrate leaves to a stem;
cinquefoil, a sister plant, has a
tiny yellow five-petaled blossom
with five serrate leaves to a
stem. In these woods you can
also hear the familiar “Sam
Peabody, Peabody, Peabody” of
the white-throated sparrow, and
I have heard of a bear sighting
along this stretch. In places you
can see trailing arbutus and
smell its delicate fragrance, and
bracken fern, Canada
mayflower, and bunchberry.
At one mile, as the railroad
track comes into sight, you can
see on your left the deep pink
blossoms of rhodora, a wild
shrub resembling azalea that
blooms in May. Cross the
railroad track and turn right,
walking the road parallel to it for
a short distance, then swing left
uphill with the road, staying left
at any forks for the next half
mile. After walking about fifteen
minutes, watch on the left for a
few square yards of dense
trailing arbutus covering the
ground beside the road.
Just beyond this patch of
trailing arbutus, the trail opens
with a view of the mountain
Immediately, you pass an open
space on the left, an overgrown
road. Staying on the fire road,
you walk for five more minutes
through mixed hardwoods with
glimpses of the mountain
through the trees, until you see
the trail bear left off the road
uphill .1 mile to the fire warden’s
cabin (not in use). From the
cabin, take the trail left (north),
ascending very steeply over open
ledges with views opening
around you, following the
remains of a telephone wire up
into the col between Schoodic
Nubble (left) and Schoodic
Mountain (right).
At the col, the trail becomes
less steep and diverges at a
cairn. The telephone wire goes
up the right fork into un
dergrowth. Take the left fork,
which is granite-paved in places
and rocky in places, serving as a
runoff channel for melting snow.
The dry channel gradually
curves to the right (east) toward
the summit and ascends through
dwarfed birch and alders.
Painted arrows lead you over the
bare summit to the tower, where
the 360° view is breath-taking.
Look south over Flanders Pond
to Flanders Bay, southeast
across Frenchman Bay to Mount
Desert, and west over Hog Bay
to Blue Hill on the horizon. North
of you is Donnell Pond backed by
Narraguagus Lake and Lead

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC
Slate Pirk I Recreation Commission / Autusta. Maine

Mountain in the distance.
Northeast stand three ridges:
Tunk Mountain, Caribou
Mountain, and three-peaked
Black Cat Mountain. Tunk Lake
lies to the east.
The mountain is no longer used
by the Maine Forest Service, and
the fire tower is gone. Most fire

scouting is done by airplane now.
The radio tower is inside a locked
fence and inaccessible; however,
the views are perfect without a
tower.
When leaving, be sure to
follow the painted arrows back
down the way you came. Return
to your car by the same trail.

B&L ARCHERY
RFD #2 Cummings Rd.
So. Portland, ME
Tel. 773-6027
1 Mile From Maine Mall

Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
WITH OVER 10 YRS. SUCCESSFUL
BOWHUNTING EXPERIENCE TO ASSIST
THE HUNTING ARCHER
Jennings Full Service Dealer
Custom Aluminum & Cedar Hunting Arrows
With Vanes or Feathers

FISHING TACKLE
REELS

FLYTYING EQUIPMENT
RODS

Top quality fly-tying equipment & supplies. Rod-building
supplies. Glass, graphite, bamboo in blank, kit form, ora j

finished rods. Super Z ferrules, nickel silver caps & rings,

screw-locking reel seats, corks or pre-shaped handles,
snake guide sets black or chrome. Many collectors’ items

in stock, antique rods and reels. Walker, Hardy Perfect,
Hardy Lightweight, graphite reels in stock.

Send $1.00 for our list.
Route 1, Box 156
(207) 448-2090
DANFORTH, MAINE 04424

Augusta, Maine 04330

5 Bowman Street

207-622-6268

Complete Line of Fishing Equipment

Fenwick, Browning, Johnson
Medalist Rods
CUSTOM FLY TYING

Hunting and Reloading

MEC, RCBS, Hornady, Sierra
Winchester, Savage, Marlin,
Browning, Remington, Ruger
and Smith & Wesson
“We Buy, Sell and Trade”
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SPORTSMAN'S TRADING POST
BEAR HUNTERS

SPORTSMEN’S DEN, INC.

Now booking parties for 1979 sea
son, May through Nov. Baited areas.
Write for folder or call 732-3586.
John G. York, Box 178, Howland,
Maine 04448.

FOR SALE

Stephen Kovacs — Sumner Stowe
1805 Boston Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn. 06610. (203) 367-3564.
ESTATE LIQUIDATIONS AND AP
PRAISALS — No collection too
small or too large. WANTED: An
tique
and
modern
firearms.
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH SHOT
GUNS: Parkers, L.C. Smith, Ansley
Fox,
Winchester,
Remington,
Ithaca, etc. RIFLES: Winchester,
Sharps, Colt, Remington, Military
Rifles, etc. PISTOLS: Smith & Wes
son, Colt, etc.
We can find a home for your collec
tion.

Sell 71 Ford 4x4 camper. Never
plowed. 47 th. mi. $2000. 395-4489.

FARMINGTON, MAINE
17 ACRES, $6,500
#164 — 17 acres in the heart of
Maine’s recreation area. Has long
road frontage, firewood, game
cover and a year round stream. All
this close to a university town, two
ski centers, small lake and on a
good road. $6,500.00. United Farm
Agency, Inc., Bob Bowering, Repre
sentative, Rt. 2 + 4 Box 2794, Far
mington, ME. 04938. 207-778-3986.

LAND FOR SALE
25 acre corner 3000 ft. road front lot.
Waterfront acres in N.H. A. Rossop,
Lafayette Rd., Hampton Falls, N.H.
03844.

AIR TAXI
Millinocket Lake Flying Service op
erates two Cessna 180 float planes
daily from Ambajejus Lake. Also
canoe and boat rentals. P.O. Box
171, Millinocket, ME. 04462. 207723-8378.

BRIDGTON, ME.
Land parcels, 2-5 acres, soil-tested
and approved for residential or sea
sonal homes. Skylark, Inc., 72 Elm
Street, Waterville, Maine 04901,
(207) 873-1159.

MOOSEHEAD LAKE REGION
Camp lots for sale. Brassua Lake
and Lower Wilson Pond. Skylark,
Inc., 72 Elm Street, Waterville,
Maine 04901, (207) 873-1159.

REMOTE PONDS

FOR SALE
7 foot black bear rug, $400; bobcat
rug, $300; both in excellent condi
tion. Framed Owen Gromme grouse
print, signed, $185; framed A.
Hughes wood duck print, signed,
$240. 1978 Wisconsin duck stamp
signed by the artist, Owen Gromme,
$22.00. D.L. Garbrecht, Rt. 1, Pownal, ME 04069. 829-3204.

HOUSE FOR SALE
3 bedroom house in Rockwood
overlooking Moosehead Lake. Fur
nished, drilled well, electric lights,
telephone, flush, country main
tained
road.
Fishing-hunting
skiing. Will swap for camp or land
on Moosehead Lake or sell outright.
Call or write: Chet Tomaszek, 19
Lamphere Rd., Waterford, CT
06385. 203-443-7565.

HUNT — FISH — RELAX
HUNT . Black Bear.. May thru Oct.
Best Ruffled Grouse hunting in the
country. Oct.-Nov. 15. Grouse —
Woodcock — Ducks — Geese —
Deer Nov. FISH...Salmon — Togue
— Brook Trout — May.-Sept. RE
LAX...With the family in your house
keeping cabin which overlooks the
mountains from the shore of beauti
ful Bigwood Lake. Boats — motors
— canoes—topomaps — license —
private beach — gas. SPECIAL
FAMILY RATES!!!! Call or write:
Your hosts: JACK & KATHY
HEGARTY Reg. Guides Cozy Cove
Cabins, Bigwood Lake, Jackman,
Me. 04946. 207-668-5091.

Out of date stamps wanted by col
lector. $.50-$165.00 per stamp.
Write: John Lorden, 16 Maple St.,
Hingham, MA 02043.

MILO
SPORT SHOP

AKC REGISTERED YELLOW
LABRADORS

West Main St., Milo, Me
943-7465

Sire imported from England. Field
and show champion background.
Ready Aug. 20th. Shots — wormed
— Vet checked. Males and females.
$150.00. Pappy’s Estate, Box 505,
Grand Lake Stream, 04637. 7965590.

Johnson — „Sales & A A
outboards

Service by
technician.

factory

trained

FOR SALE
Weatherby, Mark V 7mm Magnum
rifle with Redfield wide view 1% x 5
power scope. Write or call Jim
Smart, 7 Patrick St., Skowhegan,
ME., 474-3575 or 474-3357.

COMPLETE FLOAT PLANE SERVICE

Shin Pond — Patten, Maine
Now booking for choice
River Trips for the 1979
season.

BUYING DUCK STAMPS

Housekeeping camps, sandy be
ach, snack bar, boat rental, game
hall. $55-$90 weekly. 207-362-2611.

Hunt the Western Mountains of
Maine. Private individual cabins
with main dining room. Private ac
cess.
American
Plan.
Write
Bosebuck Camps, Wilson’s Mills,
Maine 04293. 207-243-2945.

SCOTTY'S
FL YING
SERVICE

PUDDLE DIPPA CANOE
Lightweight, one man Rushton.
Great to fly fish remote ponds.
Foam sponsons available for added
stability. Haskell Rd., Westport, ME
04578. 882-5504.

Pleasant Point Camps on 4th Debsconeag Lake offers remote pond
fishing. Registered Maine Guide on
premises. Flies expertly tied. Sal
mon, Togue and Trout. Boats on 5
lakes. Reasonable rates . Call or
write: Hal Ware, RFD # 2, Sebago
Lake, ME 04075. 642-2757.

DEER HUNTERS

SUNSET CAMPS
SMITHFIELD, MAINE

OUTFITTING
HUNTING - FISHING
CANOE RENTALS
Non-RESIDENT LICENSES
CHARTER SERVICE
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Northern Maine woods Permits

Scott and Louise Skinner
Scotty’s Flying Service
Box 256 S
Patten, Maine 04765
[207)528-2626
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Fishing Tackle
Waders & Hip Boots
Marine Hardware
Stearns Lifevests
Guns & Ammo
Sportsman Trailers

NON RESIDENT LICENSES

BE PREPARED
1

OWN A FOOD FREEZER!
ONE OF THE BEST
SELECTIONS IN
The Northeast at Pomerleau’s • ••

5 to 25 cubic foot capacity
convenient uprights or economy chest type

MAINE RURAL LAND
INVESTMENTS
BAILEYVILLE
165 acres, 40 acres in fields, balance wooded. Old farmstead
with southern exposure, apple orchard, well and springs. Sec
luded, with views of mountains & ponds. Eastern Maine. $33,000

NORRIDGEWOCK (Skowhegan area)
13.2 surveyed acres with 4 acres in fields. Nice views of sur
rounding hillside and river valley. Good building site on gravel
access road. Access to Sandy River.
$7,500

AVON (Farmington area)
40 acres with 3,000’ on Mt. Blue Stream. Attractively wooded
and secluded. At least three good building sites overlooking
stream. Seasonal gravel access road.
$16,500

OSSIPEE RIVER
Hiram, Maine — 40 acres with 1000’ on the Ossipee River —
entirely wooded with 1000’ of paved town road frontage. Within
easy commute to lovely rural Maine town and close to schools.
Good year round or vacation home site.
$22,500

PARKMAN

A.K.C.
Brittany Spaniel
Pups
Whelped 7/5/79
Sire: Sir Duffy
Gus Poland

Winner 1979 Maine
Hunting Dog Classic
Dam: Ray’s Babe
Excellent Dogs for
Grouse & Woodcock
Top Bloodline* for the
Serious Hunter

Phone 207-864-3675

Rural farming area — 23 acres with 10 fields. 1,200’ gravel town
road frontage. Surveyed — low taxes.
$11,500

BETHEL
Walkers Mtn. area — 88 acres with attractive 13-acre building
site and 75 acre woodlot cut in the late 60’s. Terrific recreational
area and good investment at $175 per acre.

LAND/VEST
Incorporated
76 Main Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
207-846-5111

'omerle

43 Bridge St.
Augusta
622-3765

Mon-Wed 8 AM 6 PM / Thur&Fri 8 AM to 9 PM / Sat 8 AM-5 PM
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TRADING POST
JACKMAN, MAINE
Year round lots for rent. 10,000 sq.
ft. Minimum 2 months hook-up —
$125.00. Over 2 months $47.00. In
cludes water and sewer. John’s
Trailer Park. Tel: 668-7683.

LOTS FOR SALE
Northern Maine camp lots at Upper
Shin Pond near Baxter State Park.
Excellent views of Upper Shin Pond
and mountains. Use of common
owned lake frontage. Size from 3 to
7 acres. Priced $4000 to $7900.
Financing available. Write for de
scriptive brochure. E. Henderson,
17 V'-'Sworth St., Thomaston,
Maine 04861.

ENGLISH SETTER PUPS
Excellent FDSB pedigree blood
lines. Litter due mid-September.
Call Scott, evenings (207) 782-3000
for more detailed information.

BEAR HUNTERS
Hunt Bear in the Rugged Western
Mountains of Maine over live baits
June 15 to August 15. Private indi
vidual cabins with main dining
room. Private access. American
Plan. Reasonable rates. Write
Bosebuck Camps, Wilson’s Mills,
Maine 04293. 207-243-2945.

THE LAST FRONTIER
Something for Everyone. Bear,
Deer, Partridge hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing, Canoe rental, Am.
plan, Boats, motors & guides.
CAMPS OF ACADIA, Box 202, Eagle
Lake, Maine 04739. Tel. 207-4445207.

LOG FURNITURE FOR SALE
Handcrafted cedar furniture. Ideal
for log home, cabin or camp. Free
catalog. Northern Furniture De
signs, Inc. 377 Cumberland Ave.
Portland, Maine 04102.

GET AWAY! CHEAP
Vacation in the cool mountain air of
Jackman “The Switzerland of
Maine.'* Relax in Guay's house
keeping cabins on the shore of
Bigwood Lake. $40 weekly per
adult; 1/2 price for children. Swim
ming, stream fishing, lake trout,
salmon, exciting Canada 18 miles
away, fall foliage, superb grouse
hunting in October. Boats-motorscanoes-live bait. Jim & Marilyn
Hegarty, Guay’s Cabins, Jackman,
Maine 04945. Tel: 207-668-5621.

HUNTING CAMP FOR SALE
Rustic camp on 3.8 acres in Green
field, Me. Excellent hunting and
fishing. Accessible all year. Wood
stove, screen porch, well and
spring. $7,500. Penobscot Real Es
tate 207-827-3619.

IRVING S ANECDOPES
In the Summer time part of the year,
Use Irving’s Fly Dope, or be a goner;
Pack it along with the camping
gear,
And ask Flora along to see the
fauna.
Irving’s-— Fly Dope, Corinna, Maine
04928.

GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
POINTER PUPS
AKC registered. Excellent field and
show prospects. 1-655-3802.

CHESAPEAKE BAY
RETRIEVER PUPS
OFA certified stock. Stud service.
Maine Guide Kennels, RFD 1, Box
58, So. China, ME 04358. Tel: 4452203.

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
New Listings:
Log Lodge — 25 acres, 4000’ shore
frontage, 3 bedroom new addition,
boathouse, plumbing (2 baths),
electric and gas lights, private road
on secluded lake.

BAILEYVILLE, MAINE
60 private acres with view. 4 acres
field balance hard and softwood,
electricity, septic. $15,000. Exeter
379-3422.

AKC PUPPIES
Cocker
Spaniels
—
buff.
Chesapeake Bay Retrievers. Adults
both breeds. 207-583-4987.

Lincoln — Caribou Pond, 2 bed
rooms with loft, cottage is partially
insulated, furnace, excellent beach
for kids. Could be a year round
home. $12,000.
Lincoln — Cambolasse Pond —
Large cedar camp on cement piers
and double lot, 2 bedrooms and loft.
Very private.

Largest fly tying materials display in
the Northeast. Atlantic Salmon flies
specialty.
Free
catalog.
Bob
Leeman’s Trout Shop, (Tamarak
Motel) 807 Wilson St., Brewer, ME
04412.

Lincoln — Big Narrows. Nice lot, %
mile off tar, cement piers, septic
system, two bedroom camp with
loft. Price $16,000.

Camp or cottage. Southern Maine
or mid N.H. Don’t have much
money.
$6-$10,000.
Call
Eve.
1-617-337-9357.

Enfield — Excellent sub-division
potential on Cold Stream, a beauti
ful crystal clear, salmon and lake
trout lake. Has 100’ frontage with 44
acres attached. Good road divides
the property, making it very easy to
sub-divide.
Boathouse,
screen
house, small camp and storage
shed.
Farm:
Lee: 4 bedroom farmhouse, new
barn, long road frontage located on
hillside, excellent value.
Drew: 146 acres with foundation,
septic system, drilled well, over 14
mile road frontage.

Camps:
Lee — Small camp with rock fire
place, surrounded by giant pine.
$3,500.
Lee — Silver Lake. 2 bedroom
camp, private, beautiful sand be
ach, $9,500.
Lee — Silver Lake. Trailer on shore
lot, septic tank. $5,600.
Lincoln — Little Narrows. Trailer in
excellent condition, end of the road
location (secluded).
Danforth — Luxury camp on East
Grand, insulated, plumbed, 1 acre
lot in Greenland Cove. Must be seen
to be appreciated. $38,000.
Log Lodge — 3 camps, 4+ acres,
equipped, up-to-date septic system
that can accommodate more ca
bins, very private, must be seen.
Log Lodge with 4000’ lake frontage,
private road, 25 acres with boat
house, lodge, 3 bedroom addition, 2
baths, furnished.

Lots For Sale:
Danforth, East Grand — Greenland
Cove.
Lakeville,
Bottle
Lake,
150 x150’ $7,500.

Lots — on Molunkus Stream, a
beautiful 30 mile long trout stream,
some on year round road.
Lots — Hunting and fishing loca
tion, acreage with deeded access to
crystal clear salmon, togue lake.
Greenbush — 5 acres on the
Penobscot River, fieldstone ex
terior, beautifully landscaped. This
must be seen for the executive look
ing for private retreat.
This is just a partial listing. Please
call or write for a complete listing.
Lake Street Real Estate, 5 Lake
Street, Box 66, Lincoln, Maine
04457. 1-207-794-2460. Brokers:
Carleton W. Aylward — Home: 207794-2460; Pamela P. Hamilton —
Home: 207-738-4741; Sharon M.
Aiken _ Home: 207-794-6038; Mar
garet Rivard — Home: 207-7948870. Salesperson: Laurie T. Parise
— Home: 207-738-4151.

LINCOLN’S CAMPS
Insulated Cabins
On The Shores of Moosehead Lake
Automatic Heat — Hot Water
Boats, Motors, Fishing Tackle For Rent
For Sale, Live Bait, Non-Resident Fishing Licenses
Fishing Tackle, Oil, Gasoline
GUIDES AVAILABLE
P.O. Box 295 — Rockwood, Maine 04478
Phone 207-534-7741

FLIES AND FLY TYING

WANTED

FOR SALE
2-3 acres cleared land. Bordered by
brook. 20 x 20 bldg. Electricity, near
town. Monk — Hill Rd., Clinton, ME
04927.

BRITTANY
SPANIEL PUPPIES
AKC — FDSB Sire: Sir Duffy Gus
Poland — OFA — winner of the
Maine Bird Dog Club 1st Open
Shooting Dog Classic, April 1979;
Duffy’s Out of Easy Gus and Maggie
Mae. Dam: Kay's Muffett Dan Dee.
Daughter of twice national and dual
champion Dan Dee and Carol’s Kay
Cee. $150. Duffy’s stud fee $150.
Tel. 998-4236.

FOR SALE
3 cabins — A-frame, 2 car garage,
60x14 mobile home, on concrete
cellar, springs, drilled well, 43 acres
land. Booked for first 2 weeks of
hunting. Will finance part. Call
663-2241 for appointment.

THE MAINE SPORTSMAN

GERMAN WIREHAIRED POINTERS
Sire: OFA Certified, NAVHDA Utility
Dog, Ch. Professor Henry Higgins.
Dam: X-rayed Circe from Windha
ven. Wonderful pets, hunters and
show. Tel. 207-293-3062 or 207293-2163.

AKC

GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
PONINTER PUPPIES

Hunting stock — First shots —
Wormed — 2 males left. Phillips,
Maine — 639-3273.

ENGLISH SETTER PUPS
Excellent field, gun dog breeding.
Sire: Rebel Train Ben. Dam: out of
Red Bracken, good gun dog. 207989-4332.

FOR SALE
Ten foot aluminum boat, a hydro
fin, one horse power Sea King out
board. Fox trap grapples. W. E. Em
ery, Rte. 1, N. Anson, ME 04958 Tel.
628-3162.

AKC LABRADOR RETRIEVERS:
YELLOW
Grand sire American/Canadian field
champion. Excellent temperament.
Excellent hunting stock. Reserve
for August 14th. Call 207-549-5004.

FOR SALE
2y2 year old female English Pointer.
Sired by 7 time Champion Shalimar.
Well trained. Seven field trial wins.
Will make a good hunting dog. Jim
Smart, 7 Patrick St., Skowhegan,
ME., 474-3575 or 474-3357.
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BRITTANY PUPS
AKC and FDSB. Field trial and na
tional champions on both sides of
dam and sire. Dam: Uno of Pride
and Joy. Sire: Pride and Joy’s Toto.
Whelped 7/2/79. Nominated to
Woodcock Futurity. Price $150.00.
Box 487, No. Windham, ME 04062.
Ph. 892-6883.

20 FT. OLD TOWN CANOE
Cedar with canvas cover. Excellent
condition. Reasonably priced or
best offer. Dr. C.E. Kimball, RFD 2,
Box 684, Carmel, ME 04419. 8483291.

FOR SALE
Custom cut wide planks up to 12”
thick, 4V2 ft. wide. Any length —
made to order. Call Tom — 603742-3723.

ANTIQUE OUTBOARDS WANTED
To complete my collection I need
the following motors: A 4 cycle
Evinrude made about 1914-1916. A
Cross Radial 5 cylinder made about
1929-30. A Cross 2 cylinder made
about 1929-30. A twin cylinder Clark
Troller made about 1939. These
motors are worth $500.00 each in
good complete condition. I am not
interested in any other old out
boards unless very unusual. Burt
Packard, Jr. Box 176, RD 2, Guil
ford, ME 04443. Tel: 207-997-3300.

FOR SALE
20 ft. Grand Laker canoe. $500.00.
617-535-2383.

DAY FUR COMPANY
Belgrade Lakes, Maine 04918
Raw furs and deer skins bought
Trappers Supplies
Hawbakers Baits and Lures in Stock
Deer Skin Gloves, Moccasins
Outdoor Supplies Sold
495-3840 495-2078 495-2205

WANTED
A propeller for a 1947 5 H.P. Scott
Atwater Outboard Motor. Can any
one help me? Delmont McAllister,
RFD No. 2, Brewer, Maine 04412.

FOR SALE
“Edwards’’ Cane Rod. Quadrate
Model No. 57,9 Ft., 2 tips, aluminum
case. Excellent condition. $300.00.
Ray Zavada, 70A Badgers Island,
Kittery, ME. 439-4362.

HANDMADE KNIVES
Handmade hunting and camping
knives. Beautifully crafted of high
carbon tool steel with handrubbed
walnut or cherry handles. Send $1
for illustrated catalog. Bohrmann
Knives, 29 Portland Street, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096. 207-846-3385.

WANTED
WHITE BIRCH
HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CO.
GUILFORD, MAINE
Contact: Fred Street, 876-2205

Advertise FREE or at Low Cost
You can tell 40,000 Maine and out-of-state
sportsmen what you have to buy, sell or trade.
The Maine Sportsman Trading Post has brought
results to hundreds of satisfied readers.
We offer free classifieds of not more than 20
words to subscribers on a one-time basis. This
offer does not extend to full or part time
businesses.
For non-subscribers and businesses the
minimum rate is $3.50 for 20 words or less. For
over 20 words, add 15 cents per word. Payment
must be made with your order.
The Maine Sportsman also offers low-cost
display advertising. For more information on the
Sportsmans Trading Post or other advertising
rates, call or write: The Maine Sportsman, Box
507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096. Telephone
846-9501

Place my ad in the Sportsman’s Trading Post as Follows: [Print or type]
Buy ad for 12 months, get one month free! Deadline 15th of month.

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
[Make checks or money orders payable to The Maine Sportsman]
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From the people who brought you Muskol, comes . . . .

SuperJack *
LIFTS FARM TRACTOR

An all purpose jack for the hunter, trapper,
farmer, logger, construction worker

and all

4 WD users.

The SuperJack is 48" high with a 38" con
USED AS A WINCH

tinuous

lift to get you out of the deepest

mudhole.

7000 lb. capacity for heavy duty use.

The SuperJack has a safety shear pin to pre
vent jack from dropping if overloaded.
USED AS A CLAMP

Extra low pickup - lifting nose only 4" from

the ground.

Lightweight - weighs only 29 pounds.

USED AS A HOIST

For winching, use a piece of chain with the
SuperJack in the horizontal position.

This is a professional quality piece of equip
ment made to stand years and years of heavy
FENCE STRETCHER

use.

WIRE STRETCHER

PULLS POSTS

* THREE YEAR GUARANTEE *

Ask for SuperJack at your local sporting goods
store, hardware store, farm supply store or use this
handy order form.
Please send me------- Super Jack(s) at $54.50 ea. plus $4.50 postage

Every unit is fully tested before it leaves our
warehouse. I/Ve are so confident of the quality

and durability of the SuperJack that we guar
antee satisfaction or your money back within

10 days. M/e also guarantee all parts and workmanship for three full years!

NAME___________________________________________________

1

To order by phone from anywhere in Maine,
dial toll-free 1-800-432-1723. From outside
Maine, dial 1-800-341-1562. This is 24-hour
7 days a week service, We appreciate your
call weekdays 8-5, if possible. VISA/MC accept
ed, or we will ship C.O.D.

ADDRESS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------STATE______________________________ ZIP________________

MOWATT FUR CORPORATION

3 SuperJacks or more postpaid. Maine residents add 5% sales tax.

SUPERJACK DIVISION 1

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

P.O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412

Please write or phone for complete information

